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.. 
1From Artisan to Artist: A Study of Hawthorne's 'The 
Artist of' the Beautiful' 11 is an exploration of the com-
plexi·ties of HaiYtborne' s subtle, delicate allegory. At-
·j 
tem.pts to read the work as something,beyond "mere·allegol78 
and to examine the characters as fully developed humans 
have frequently resulted in misunderstandings and mis-
interpretations of the story. The present study is devoted, 
in part, to reducing the number of presumed ambiguities 
which have been claimed by critics during the past two 
decades. 
The structure of the story is founded upon a simple 
allegorical· framework, the metamorphosis of the butterfly. 
The artist, OW'en tlarland, in his development repeats the 
transformation of the butterfly frqpi larva to imago. Tbis 
,--..T ,•,' 
underscores the organic nature of the artistic butterfly 
into which he infuses his soul. Dramatic tensions arise 
from the artist's struggles against his antagonists, who 
threaten him with lifeless mechanism, oppressive time, and 
saddening isolation. From a study of the artist's oppo-
sition to these concepts., 11 The Artist of the Beautiful" 
emerges as a parable of a Romant;ic artist. Hawthorne; at 
the time of composition of the story, modified but did not.·.· 
reject the broad outlines of Romantic doctrine and Tran-
scendental tl1eory. Tl1e a.rtis t produces a genuine organic 
work of art, secures a vision of the neo-Platonic ideal, 
.1 
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but tinds himself outside conventional bourgeois society • 
. The method of investigation employed in the thesis 
is primarily a study of imagery. Major image patterns 1n 
the story are related to witch~aft, religion, microscopic 
. 
----
size• butterflies, and light. The patterns suggest the 
magic of a.1~tist;ic creat;ion, the necessi t:~r of isolation, 
the individuality of the artist, spiritual rebirth, and 
the position of an art work between nature and the ideal. 
The rich imagery is, at times, ironic, but irony is so 
distributed that it falls upon the artist's antagonists 
as well as the artist. The £orward movement of the al-
legory ·toward Romantic a~firmation is unimpeded • 
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CHAPTER I 
"The Ariat of the Beautiful" aa Allegory 
Cb:anges in critical opinion·have transformed -Nathaniel 
Hawthorne's "The Artist of the Beautiful'' from an inferior 
• <. ·•~,. • • ' • fl ' 
• 'Ii" ••• ' ' '-~ • 
but precious gem_about which nineteenth-century critics· 
(with the notable exception of Henry James aJ.1d Edgar Alle:n 
Poe) could ofrer praise 1,nto an equally precious nugget, 
densely packed with ambiguity, about which twentieth-
century critics could argue. First published in The United 
1 
States r~1agazipe and Den1ocratic B~yiei"! in June, 1844, the 
story has since been justifiably consigned to the second-
rate category in the Hawthornian canon; second, that is, 
' 
to such acknoi,.1ledged 111asterpieces as "Young Goodman Brown," 
''Rappaccini 1 s Daughter," and "r-1y Kinsman, Major Molineux." 
It is not my purpose to elevate "The Artist of the Beauti-
ful" to the first rank of Haivthorne' s stories. It does., 
however, den1and defense against its detractors, especially 
those who feel that a bloodless little allegory is un-
rewarding. 
The story should not be dismissed merely because it 
is allegorical, nor should it be saved because the allegory 
supposedly is tempered--or, for some., made palatable--by 
character "humanization. 11 Upon its f-iri11 bu'c subtle al-
legory, ·the sto1--y raust eventually rest. Since no event 
or character operates outside the allegory, it is unwise 
to skip the allegory in order to speed to speculation. 
3 
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Frankly, an aversion to allegory can severely limit ap-
preciation of "The Artist of't ·the Beautifulo" Edgar Allan,~ 
Poe, an outspoken hater of a~~egory, disparaged the story 
because, according to him, it contained "not nonsensical _ 
. 2 
events, but nonsensical characters." - Henry James, 1~1ell 
entitled to his knowledgeable but narrow opinion, snapped, 
•Allego~y, to my sense, is quite one of the lighter exer-
cises of the imagination ••• it has never seemed to me 
to be, as it were, a first-rate literary formo 113 The 
argument about the exact rank of allegory in the literary 
hierarchy can perhaps never be settled, but the recent 
critical revival of interest in Spenser may herald a more 
favorable climate for critics interested in allegory. 
However, even such a sympathetic reader .,as Q. D. Leavis 
calls "The Artist of the Beautiful" one of the "less 
pregnant. stories 11 when, it is compared, for example, to 
"The Snow Image. 114 One hesitates to use a comparative 
form in cases of pregnancy, but I hope this study will 
reveal some of the c.omplexi ty o:f one of the "less pregnant 
stories." 
To Mrs. Leavis my debt is greater than I can express 
b-y an ass~mbla~e of footnotes. Taking a cue from the· 
supersensitive -and of ten misguided studies of' Shal{espeare 
by G. Wilson Knight, Mrso Leavis recommends investigation 
of "expanded metaphors" in Hawthorne research. This is 
the method I have-generally employed to unravel the 
I 
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threads of image:cy- in ''Th.e Artist of the Beautiful." 
Examining the story almost as if l"t 1-1ere a poem. paysr great 
dividends. ttThere are no irrelevancies in Hawthorne's 
best works,'' Mrs. Leavis observes., "and when we seem to 
firid one it should be read vd th oarticular care as it will 
... 
Undoubtedly turn out to be structural. "5 Millicent Bell 
similarly comments upon the story that "it must be read 
carefully, for it is an extremely subtle and intricate 
6 
little work." But, since. Miss Bell casts the allegory 
overboard before it has been completely analyzed, she sees 
incompletion at the point at which fulfillment 1s· attained 
throurr.h the major structural pattern in "'Ghe allegory .• 
(This problem will be.discussed in Chapter II.) 
One must meticulously investigate each repetition of 
·linage or thought. Angus Fletcher has struck upon a meta-
phor which nicely summarizes the most rewarding method of 
studying "The Artist of the Beautii'ul11 : 
The author communica tea ai;i allegorical intent, not by the 
content, but by the rl1ythm. How is t!1is so? Very simply, 
we can understand the process in terms of a,n encoding pro-
cess. If one wanted to establish a code using a series 
of unfamiliar signals, let us say bell sounds of different 
pitches instead of dots and dashes, one woui·a have to re-
peat certain key combinations in a sort of ritual. The 
.. 
listener who picked up the repeated sounds would at first 
see no message in them, but gradually would perceive the 
, I 
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repetitive pattern, an impo,ed 'code,• and woµld try to 
decipher what he heard. Allegories are codes in this 
sense. Their enigmatic surfaces are known not to be ran-
,· dom and accidental by virtue of their periodic repeti-
..,_ :·tions. 7 
' -
Critical difficulties in "The Artist of the· Beauti-
ful" are complicated by at least three factors: problem-
atic humanization, symbolism, and ambiguity. Humanization 
and ambiguity are linked; in most ca.sea, a claim of 
' 
ambiguity is riled because the other characters in the 
story are judged to be more lovable than the artist. 
Though Annie, Robert, and Peter may have their charms, 
these charms are all related to, and consistent with, 
. th_eir allegorical functions. Compassion by critics toward 
OWen•s antagonists is usually harmless; yet, at times, 
;:__ this compassion has caused a troublesome ambiguity to 
arise when actually the peaceful calm or allegory pre-
vails. This is not to maintain that there is absolutely 
no ambiguity in "The Artist of the Beautiful": one can 
· say with some justification that Hawthorne's attitude 
toward isolatior1 is ambiguous in some respects o ·Yet 
ambiguity has been so . extended that, 1""01~ I-1illicent Bell 
and Richard Harter Fogle, for example, it shadows the 
entire tale. If one accepts such widespread ambiguity, 
each ambiguity proposed c·. becomes its elf a r~1edusa and to 
hope to strike one down, expecting it to lie quietly, is 
·'s:. 
-~ 
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chimerical. Much of the ambiguity, however, is critio-
manufactured, self-perpetuating irrelevance. Arlin Turner 
I 
solved· .. the problem for himself by stating,· "Whenever there 
is ambiguity, it is itself conveyed with the clarity of 
. . ~ 
s ta ten1e11 t · ust.1al t·Ji th I-Iai1tl1orne. '' l1Ii tl1 this paradoxical 
statement I whole-heartedly agree, but, in this thesis, I 
hope to demonstrate that quite orten what are called 
ambiguities are more truly misreadings of the allegory. 
Hawthorne aggravated the critical situation hy re-
ferring, in the preface to ''Rappacc1n1 1 s Daughter," to 
his "inveterate love or allegory which. • • steal[s] away 
the· h~an warmth out of his conceptions" and by calling 
---,) 
his early works "blasted allegories. 11 So carefully did 
be follow his allegorical intention in his early works 
that there is scant possibility that be un1·1i tt:tngly 
blundered into amb1guity--though one might sin~le out an 
1854 letter to open the case for ambiguity. In his usual 
humorous tone, he wrote to Fields in that year: "Upon 
my bo11or, I arn not quj_te su1~e that I entir~ely comprel1end 
my own meaning, in some of these blasted allegories; but 
I remember that I always had a meaning, or at least thought 
9 
I bad on Unf o:r~tunately, Hati'thorne I s own comments on his 
works prove, in the end, inconclusive. One kno-v1s cer-
tainly that "The Artist of the Beautiful'' is compact and 
pointed, that it is "slight only in being tense, sensitive, 
elegant as a mathematical proof, sinewy, concentrated as 
7 
}· 
.. 
. !, 
-
•. 
•" 
and 1 tibl _.;! 1 t..t nlO a po~m, ncorrup y re evan. From a recognitton 
of its artis·tic compactness, one can begin to give the 
tale suitable attention. 
The point at 1vhicb allegory melts into symbolism in 
···---· I 
Hawthorne· bas been hotl·y disputed but scarcely ever found. 
Laur·1at Lane perhaps presents t~e most usable b:rief dis-
tinctions between the two terms. He breaks the-problem 
into two parts: one part deals with the formal, or 
artistic, meanings, and the second is concerned with 
larger philosophical implications of the terms. An al-
' \ ' 
'-.... - ~--/ 
le gory v1orl-cs by means of a group of tightly-ltni t and 
interrelated analogies; the system is more important than 
1 ts parts, and no part can stand without the system. 
Symbol, on the other band, leads one directly to an object 
or action which gains meaning through its context until 
it becomes a "sign., an emblem, a token." A symbol does 
not depend upon a rigid framework to sustain it, and it 
can therefore stand tvi th out f i1~ connections to a ne~1ork 
of similar symbols:~,. ... The formal distinction between al-
legory and symbolism, says Lane, lies primarily in group-
ing--allegory heavily depends upon a system, symbolism 
does not. 
Lane confesses that the philosophical meanings or 
the two terms cannot be so easily discussed. Basically, 
a symbol is more closely related to the existing universal 
scheme than is allegory. A symbol, containing truth which. 
' 
6 
--
.:~ 
.. ,. 
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..:.,;.;.:. .. -'. '·. --'- ,· ... lj' _.,.. .... --
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cannot be understood without rel.sting .1t to the un:iverse, 
is less abstract than a part of a.1~ allegory 9 t,sl1icl1 is 
v 
limited by the artificial framework imposed upon the work. 
Philos9phically, a character is symbolic if he must be 
. t " 
related to a world larger than that presented by the 
fictional work, though he still may remain partially a 
mystery. Conversely, a character is allegorical if he 
can be described by an exact analogy or if he can be 
understood by employing his relation to other parts of 
' 
the system contained within a fictional work. 11 
Lane's divisions might not completely satisfy those 
f 
who agree i~ith James' s jud,gment that allegory is an in-
' ferior form or those who feel that Hawthorne deserves a 
higher place in the literary hiera~chy than allegory can 
secure him. From Hawthorne's time to the present, there 
has been a persistent band of critics who may applaud 
his vision but dislike his method. Emerson set the tone 
when he complained, "Hawthorne invites his readers too 
much into his study, opens the process before them. As 
if the confectioner should say to his customers, •Now, 
12 
let us make a cake.'" Later critics echoed the com-
plaint and denied the heights of Parnassus to Hat1thorne 
and Bunyan., 't·Tri ters i1ho depend upon inferior!) n1echanical 
allegory for their effects. In 1922, Arthur Symons 
decried Hawthorne's unending "desire to give an air of 
miracle to ordinary things, which gain nothing by becoming 
# 
l"'---,....--···-
9 
... 
1\ 
• 
• 
L 
' J • 
improbable.• Yvor Winters, for whom allegory is an in-
r~ , 
rerior foffl and Hawthorne an inferior allegorist, stated, 
·in 1937, that .. 11Hawthorne 1·s sketches and short stories 
~,; 
are 9 at bast, ·slight performanceso 11 A decade later, Austin 
·.; 13 
Warren found Hawthorne• s allegory "unfortunate. 11 
On the other side, however, an equally persistent 
group of critics accept Ha~1thorne' s allegorical base, and 
some even find 11 The Artist ~of the Beautiful'' commendable. 
Frank Preston Stearns exclaimed in 1914 that " 1 The Artist 
of the Beautiful' is a Dantean allegory and a poetic gem." 
Charles Ho1r1ell Foster, near mid-century, called the story 
Hawthorne's "chief allegory on art." In the sixties, Wil-
liain Alfred Cook included it- among Hawthorne's "dramatic 
allegories," and Roy Ro Male advanced the sensible sug-
gestion that "once we frankly recogri"ize that Hawthorne's 
short fiction is essentially allegorical, it is easier to 
understand his transition from the tale to the full-length 
romance. 11 
14 
The great mass of critics, however, seem unsure how 
to classify Hawthorne• s fiction. Their uncer·tainty is 
understandable because Hai'1thorne' s i-.rorks are complex; yet 
their attempts to define his ,metl1od are less than satis-
factory. Blurring division lines between allegory and 
symbolism invites one to overlook the allegory. The pas-
sage of· ·tirae has not clarified the basic confusion. In 
1920, Henry A. Beers stated that "Hawthorne seldom uses 
.... ( 
I 
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" 
out-and-out allegory; but a more dr less definite symbol-
ism. 11 In 1961, Robert Ki111brough continued the argument 
that Hawthorne should not be called an allegorist; his 
.imagination, Kimbrough claimed, merely operated by manip-
' 
. ..., 
ulating allegorical concepts. Between Beers and Kimbrough, 
Marius Be1"1ley decle\red that Hav1thor11e t-Jas attracted "to a 
kind 'Of allegory that was akin to symbolism," and Hyatt 
H. l'1aggoner asserted that "in all of Ha111 thorne' s success-
ful tales the texture is rich. The images become s;,rrnbols 
15 
and the allusions expand to myth.'' 
,. There is another way to account for Hawtho:ttne' s 
elusiveness without entering into a detailed discussion 
,, 
of syinbolism. Hyatt Ho l~Jaggoner suggests the alternative: 
"Despite its tendency toward allegory, Hawthorne's work 
is not didactic in the usual sense of that word, but 
c~ntemplative, aimed at the imagination and the under-
"} 16 
stancJi11g ratt1er then at action." From this position 
it is not a long distance to a claLm that Hawthorne's 
allegory turns on itself without final resolution, like 
the dog in "E:than Brand" tvho bites his oi-rn tai:.l. Daniel 
G. Hoffman has stated the presently popular view: "The 
imaginations of Hawthorne and Melville were both committed 
to ~llegorical premises and skeptical of allegorical 
truths. Allego1J7 t~ias designed for the elucidation of 
certainty; they used it in the service of search and 
skepticism, and, at times, of comedic affirmation of 
. ,, 
' 
ll 
. I 
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h 1 ·ul?. R R M 1 mnan va ues. oy ·• 18 e agrees: "Hawthorne's moral 
... 
geography is seldom simple. His important ,_scenic cor..-
relatives are always double-edged;, and this helps preserve 
them from the dullness of 8 mere allegory.' " 18 Millicent 
Bell and Richard Harter Fogle also share the belief that 
a negative part of the allegory counteracts a positive 
part and causes final indecision, but their studies will 
be consulted so often in the following pages that it is 
! 
unneces-sary to detail their theories here. This study 
will be devoted in part to combatting Miss Bell and Mr. 
Fogle' s negative assertions 8.l)out nThe Artist of th~ 
Beauti:ft1l" in all areas except the isolatio11 of the 
artist. Even in that area, I cannot agree with the 
pessimism which shrouds Miss Bell's discussion of the 
story. 
Basically an enjoyer of allegory, I insist neither 
that Hawthorne's allegory blossom into symbolism nor that 
it contract into mathen1atical formulation. I side tvith 
Roy R. Male., agreeing fully that "to ignore [the stories•] 
allegorical function is to miss part of Hawthorne's charm. 
He was also a symbolic writer, and the usual sharp dis-
tinction between symbolism and allegory is not much help 
19 
in interpreting his fiction." In an examination of 
. 
"The Artist of the Beautiful, 11 at least, the distinctions 
.. 
'.. . 
\ 
seem meaningless at best and 1nisleading at~ 1~1orst. If the 
r, 
allegory is heavily supported by imagery--and this seems 
• 
• 
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to me to be true or "The Artist of the Beaut-1:ful"--then 1 t 
;, ', 
appears extraneous to attempt to point to sy1nbols t·Jh ich 
supposedly undermine Romantic doctrines, especially when 
the basic all~gorical structure has not been_ .fully ex-
,,; 
plored. After the E\~legory has been fully in,restiga·ted, 
what remains unexplained or questionable is fail? gan1e for 
speculation. Millicent Bell and Richard Harter Fogle base 
' ' 
their studies on this p·remise, but they leave great areas 
of the allegory unexplored. Both divide their examinations 
into tt·Io sections, one dealing wi tb affirmation of Romantic 
doctrine, another with den1.al. Their studies lead them 
to· grant an increasing number of points to the denial ~ide 
of the ledger; mine add primarily to the positive side 
because, in my view, the more detailed the investigation 
of the allegory, the fewer the points that can be credited 
to denial of Romanticism. 
Ambiguity supposedly arises from the struggle between 
affirmation and denial. Further ambiguity, it is claimed, 
springs from the necessary humanizing touches Hawthorne 
added to his characte1~s in "Trle Ar·ti st of the Beatltiful. tt 
The two sources of ambiguity are associated; they are both 
part of a ''backlash'' upon Romantic beliefs. The argument 
runs as follows: Hawthorne had enough artistic integrity 
to bring rJis charactei~s alive; no living human being is 
thoroughly unattractive; the artist OWen's view of the 
other characters is therefore unreliable and a reader is 
~-, 
1.3 
,,. 
' -. 
justified in·~,seeing events through the eyes of the othe:r· 
characters. The a1,,gument, in part correct, is based., of 
course, upon an assumption that Hawthorne is not a simple 
,, 
. . 
allegorist in "The Artist oi.'1 the Beauti.f~1. 11 · 
There are two ways of looking at the story's ambi-
guity. One may maintain that Hawthorne's artistic 
integrity caused him to blunder ~nto creating characters 
which set his story at cross-purposes with itself, or he 
can argue that Hawthorne placed living characters into an 
allegory to test the premises of Romanticism. (The second 
view is the one gen~rally held.) One of the tasks of this 
q 
thesis will be an attempt to-separate the valid from the 
invalid points in Hawthorne's "testi~gn of Romanticism. 
Generally, however, the humanization theory does not hold 
up well because "The Artist of the Beautiful" is es-
sentially a fai1"Jy ~tale. Perhaps F. o. MS:ttr1iessen has 
said the most one car1 say about the characters in the 
story: "If the ma 1cerial world often becomes impalpable 
in his pages, abstractions can take on, not exactly flesh 
.. ··~ and blood, but en.::,ugl1 intensity to make them imaginatively 
.·.,, ,..., 
,, 
alive." Newton Arvin also is helpful in assessing human-
ization: ''Character for 1 ts own sake, 1 t is true, can 
have no free play in types so simplified as these; but 
••• the sheer necessities of the tale's quasi-dramatic 
movement give Peter Hovenden and Robert Danforth and 
20 Annie a kind of provisional reality." When, after all, 
14 
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characters share a story with such a wondrous creation 
as OWen' s butterfly, it is' difficult for a critic to 
argue convinc.ingly~ that Annie, Robert, and Peter are 
fully aliye. 
Reducing the characters to refined allegorical ·rqbots 
fully under the author's control and acting according to 
his whim or purpose, as I seem to do, does not, of course, 
increase Hawthorne's stature as a precursor of later -
writers in whose n 
own head. But one 
characters seem to take their 
. 
remember that the characters in 
"The Artist of the Beautiful" are not so fully developed 
as in the best short stories or the later novels and 
romances in Hawthorne 9 s curiously uneven career. Further-
more, it is possible that when Hawthorne criticized him-. 
self for cold allegory he may have been right in the case 
:.. 
of "The Art1 st of the Beautirul. 11 The relative deficiency 
in humanization may help to account.for the tale's posi-
tion in the respected but second-rate stories beneath the 
great works. "The Artist 0 of the Beautiful" does not suf-
fer so areatly, 110,vever, if it is juaped for 1-:l1at it is, 
a beautifully con·structed, subtle., complex, delicate 
allegory. 
. ,. 
Nevertheless, the stoey is not a eomp·letely sterile, 
21 
cold allegory o Thougl1 humaniza tio11 may 11ot 1i·1arrn the 
heart, Hawthorne's humor does. The humor is gentle, and 
it sometimes softly jests about the very ideas it advances. 
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Proponents of ambiguity are apt to take these ·prods 
seriously•- \~/illiarn Lo Vance l1as desc1"libed both the means 
and the results of the type_ of romantic irony Hawthorne 
practices in ''Th;e Artist of the Beautiful": 
The interior mockery that resu\ts from conscfousness of 
overstatement is an element of romantic irony. The pe-
culiar comic effect of this mockery ~erives from its taking 
two contradictory attitudes at tl1e same time: its indul-
gence in extravagant thought and excessive expression is 
humorous, while the critical disdain (usually implied 
through rhetorical irony so that a consistency of positive 
exoression is maintained) is from a detached comic view-
... 
point. The combination of 1 humor and detachment,results, 
22 
or course, in the ironic mode of comedy. 
Ignoring-.---ar l1nderestimating this type of romantic 
irony in "The Artist of the Beautiful" can have serious 
) 
consequences and lead to misreading. Though no one doubts 
Emerson's belief in Transcendentalism when he half-humor-
ously pictured himself as a tra_nsparent eyeball, Haw-
thorne' a vision of blackness, the assumption runs, pre-
cluded his humoro~s indulgence in excessive statement 
unless he was denying his belief in the concept which was 
· 23 
overstated in elegant, self-mocking language. 
Even quieter humor than overstatement pervades the 
story. Hawthorne enjoys a private joke about the structure 
' 16 
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or the tale when he remarks, ''Perhaps the torpid slumber 
. ·• , 
was broken by a convulsive pain" (~ee Chapter II). 24 He 
.., 
covers OWen•s antagonists with irony which recent studies 
conv~niently overlo'ok. Millicent Bell, for example, com-
men ts: tiHot·J convir1cing, on the other band, is the op-
position provided by Owen \1Tarland' s antagonists, old 
" 
Hovenden, Annie, and the blacksmith Robert Danforth. Of 
the three, Hovenden alone seems to match with personality 
( and attitude the materialism that is attributed to him. 
Danforth' s sturdy integri·ty ••• is actually attractive. 
• • • Annie Hovenden ••• is actually of a type of 
f')r' 
• "c.;;> feminine cl1 arrn very close to Ha,vtl1orne I s ideal o 
However, when one appreciates the subtle irony with 
which Hawthorne envelops the antagonistic characters, Miss 
Bell's connnentary seems incomplete. Hawthorne creates a 
Hovenden wbo dislikes and disparages the very force he 
represents, time. Annie Hovenden wears out her stron2est 
-
symbol of domesticity, her thimble. Danforth uses such 
outrageous logic in the final scene of the story that only 
subtlety in treatment saves it from eliciting a gu£faw. 
In addition, he cannot resist having the man of iron 
,. 
"attempered." Failure to enjoy these ironies may, of 
course, influence interpretation 9 but, equally important 
to me, single-minded devotion to anti-Romantic criticism 
26 drains the story of the fun it contains. 
Humor never overrides the clear movement of "The 
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Artist of the Beautiful" ·toward an aff'irmation of Romantic 
. 
values. In his struggles to become an artist, Owen is 
'. 
finally victorious in a..ttaining the beautirul, the organic, 
., 
and the timeless. As payment for his success, be sacri-
fices domest»!c bliss and equality t·Ji th the populace. 
During these trials, he is involved in constant struggles 
and a progression forward (though he, unlike many alle-
gorical questers, does not travel through perilous geog-
raphy). Angus Fletcher states, 0 The tendency is for al-
legorie~ to resolve themselves into either of two basic 
27 
forms • • • The two may be labeled battle and progress .• 11 
Owen 1 s search invol·ves both types, though the elements 
of the battle are more evident than the progre=s~. 
With the brief discussion of ambiguity, allegory, 
and humor in this prefatory chapter behind us, we can 
turn to Owen's encounters with his foes • 
• 
·:'-
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CHAPTER II~ 
0 
• 
Tbe Metamorphosis from Mechanical to Organic 
The largest and most easily misunderstood theme of 
•The Artist of the Beautiful" is the contrast between 
mechanical creation and organic art. The theme seEtmed to 
I 
' ~- ' . 
be .haunting I-Ia1ivtr1orne in the late spring of 1844. "D1"owne' s 
Wooden Image,n published a month after "The Artist of the 
Beautiful," was an examination of the same artistic problem. 
Of the organic nature of Drowne's creation there is no 
' 
doubt; yet critics have often, like Annie, glanced at 
I 
Owen's puny frame, found it wantLng, and have consequently 
pronounced, with no lack of critical glee, that Owen's 
creation is "merely mechanic ala" 28 
I do-not wish to wander far outside nThe Artist of the 
Beautiful" to glean a statement from one Hawthornian work 
and contrast it with a position seemingly taken in another 
work, for this is like comparing a politician's promises 
~ before, during, and after au election and pretending they 
were made simultaneously. Furthermore, such massing of 
evidence without detailed consideration of context and 
possible i1"'>ot1y 9 far from bringing a pattern of thought 
into focus, has too often created a bog of ambiguity into 
which many critics have been lured, gurgling before they 
> ~ 29 
- went under that, Hal-1-t;horne is hopelessly arab1g11ous o It 
does sean relevant, however, to summarize briefly the 
Romantic c·oncept of organicism. 
',\ 
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Ther~ .... is little need to trace exact sources for Haw-
' 
thorne• s l,rnolrl·eclge of Romantic doctrines. He read widely 
in the·Romantic writers Goethe, Coleridge, and Carlyle; 
and, in mid-nineteenth century ~1assachusetts the a.tmos-
phere was charge4.with Transcendent~lism. With nearly 
every breath, Hawthorne inhaled some sort of Romanticism 
until, as some critics would have it, he rejected it as 
too rarefied, or, as others t<-:rould have it, he dec1~ied it 
as too polluted. Yet, as Millicent Bell states, he "could 
no more have avoided the transcende·ntal framework of ideas 
than he could have avoided acquiring the thousand touches 
of taste or accent that identified him as a J\Tew Englander 
of the nineteenth century. u30 
The Romantic belief of organicism is, briefly, the 
· idea that all living creatures are part or a changing, 
dynamic universe and that art, like a growing plant, should 
develop "from the innermost germ. nJl Thus, fn terms of 
"The Artist or the Beautiful," one of' the demands for the 
success of the butterfly as an art work is that it be a 
.-t 
living, organic creation. Organicism is closely related 
to dynamism and diversitarianism, which were outlined as 
the keystone of Ron1anticism. by Lovejoy and expanded by 
Peckhamo Dynamism implies change and aspiration, and the 
butterfly reflects this upward movement in its attempts 
to fly to heaven. Organicism is directly opposed to 
mechanism, which posits a static and ordered universe. 
20 
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Owen's switch from watchmaking, which reminds one of the 
Deistic conception of the universe as a gigantic clook, 
to work on the organic butterfly illustrates his conversion 
to Romanticismo He transcends the mechanical limitations 
. 
of the butterfly, but doctrines of mechanism and organie-1-sm ... _ ... 
-
are both involved. Carlyle's thoughts upon the blending 
of the two opposing doctrines are instructive. He 11rec-
ognized that the organic and me,chsrnical i~1ere complementaey 
aspects of the complexity inherent in civilization. Real 
progress would come, he thought, only through attaining an 
·· effective balance bet1.11 een the two. He believed that 
cleavage between them would lead to idle yisions on one 
· 32 
hand and to pernicious materialism on the other." 
Questi one of' ambiguity arise when one asks t~1hether 
Owen's butterflv i;1as an "idle visiono 11 t-Jas he "too" 
". 
organic, too idealistic, too visionary? Unqualified 
idealists would answer no. More practical critics, how-
ever, boil down the question to a pragmatic basis: Was it 
wortl1 it? And this question subdivides into two others: 
(1) Was it worth it to his audience? (2) Was it worth it 
for the artist? The first question will be dealt with in 
this chapter, and the answer it receives is a qualified 
'• 
yes--because it~gives reason for hope. The second question 
will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
OWen is not completely successful in all his strugrles 
to become an exemplary artist~ but he does succeed in his 
.. 
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attempt to create organic art. Many of the misguided at-
" 
tacks upon Ot.iYen• s supposedly .,··11mechanical 11 butterfly stem 
from an unwillingness to assess the s1gnif1canc-e of the 
butterfly as a structural as well an an allegorical element 
of the story. 
The story can be mechanically divided, ot course, 1~ 
• 
a partial explanation of structure. Leland Schubert has 
competently performed this task: "The over-all structure, 
A,-; 
the floor-plan, of 'The Artist of the Beautiful' is simple 
and sy1rm1etrical. The story. • • falls into seven parts. 
There are four major sections separated·by three minor 
ones. • • • Within a few lines, the length of the parts 
is as follows: 270, 125, 75, 60, 60j 100, 3200 (The 
italicized figures indicate the major sectionsa) 1133 Line-
./ 
counting does not, however, inform us of the syn1bolic 
structure of the tale. The significance or~ the framework· 
is entirely lost. 
Undoubtedly the butterfly as a symbol conveys the 
concepts of fragility and beauty which mark Owen's cre-
ation. Even f1illicent Bell, who reads anti-Romanticism 
into the story, . ad.mi ts tha't the butterfly "is an authentic 
Romantic symbol of the work of art. 1134 In the American 
Notebooks, Haivtl1orne sta,ced ~that he thought of butter-
35 
flies as sy:rnbolio of beauty. Hardly avoidable is the 
additional linking of the ancient conception of psxche 
and the but~erfly. The insect represented the soul. In 
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"The Artist of the Beautiful" it is symbolic of "'the soul 
of an A1~tist of the Beautiful'" (.531)0 The butterfly also 
indicated immortality; so, in the tale, the butterfly is 
"the symbol ·by which [Owen] made [ his eternal vision ] per-
ceptible to mortal senses" (536). The butterfly gathers 
all these associations: exquisite beauty, an intimation 
of immortality, and the soul. In addition, the movement 
of the butterfly renders it difficult to catch. Danforth 
characteristically underrates the difficulty (perhaps he 
never condescended to chase butterflies) when he says that 
"' any child may catch a score of them in a summer's after-
noon' n ( _530) • 36 'l:he flitting flight of' the insect is 
indeed "an apt emblem of' the ideal pursuit in which [ Owen ] 
bad spent so many golden hours" ( .516). 
The butterfly lends itself to structural use particu-
larly because it has an unusual life cycle. The larval, 
pupal, chrysalis, and imago stages through which the but-
terfly passes are the basis :for the ancient as·cription of 
immortalit-y because the insect en1erges from the death form 
of the cocoon into the life-givin~ sun. Furthermore, the 
transformation from caterpillar to butterfly has the ele-
ments of the Ugly Ducklin~ story, a similarity which also 
made it attra·ct:ive for Haiv-thorne' s sto1~y of a f1~ail artist 
who turns ugly macOinery into a beautiful organisrn.37 
Hawthorne himself is guilty of compounding critical 
difficulties because, where an explicit statement would 
.. 
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have clarified the process of trana~ormation, be substi-
tutes ar1 evasion. In his defense, however 9 it sl1ould be 
observed that had he been explicit, "The Artist of the 
·aeautiful" would. have· ·received even more ridicule than 
has al~eady been heaped upon it by critics. ·.\ c,. 
Hawthorne slowly reveal.a Owen's identification with· 
',.._._;:;,," 
• 
the butterfly. At first, the reader is informed only that 
oven is involved in a "secret occppation'' (509), but Haw-
thorne d:t";lops subtle hints at the na ·ture of that occupation. 
Disturbed by the gaze of Hovenden and Annie, OWen is not 
( jarred; he is seized by a "fluttering of the nerves" (509). 
When Hovenden visits his former apprentice, the secret is 
revealed. OWen has been working upon n a mechanical some-
th.1ng, as delicate and minute as the system of a butter-
fly's anatomy" (514). 
Owen drai·1s t,is inspiration from nature• s butterflies 
(as discussed in more deta~l in Chapter V), but he does 
not wish to reproduce exactly a real butterfly. His days 
•were full of bright conceptions, which gleamed through 
bis intellectual world as tbe butterflies gleamed through 
the outward atmosphere, and were real to him, for the 
1-nstant, without the toil and perplexityi and many dis-
. appoin·tments of a ttempt;ing to ma.lee ·cl1e111 visible to the 
sensual eye~ (516). But the butterrly is more than a 
creature to be studied; it is a redemptive symbol for 
Owen, just as, at the end of tale, Owen's butterfly 
., 
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1a a redemptive symbol for the baby, At the height of his 
period of alcoholic :tndl.1lgence » Owen is rescued: ''From 
this perilous state he was redeemed" (520). Nature, in 
e.ffect, redeems the artist. OWen has passed through his 
"winter" (519) of riot. It correspo11ds to otl1er 11fi ts of 
torporn (517) .. to which Owen has f'allen prey, periods of 
~p1ritual death-in-life from which he always recovers. The 
correspondences between the artist and the butterfly are 
close: Owen• s i1inter is the same as the "dismal winter' a 
nap" (520) of the butterfly. and it has also been "dismal 
and inevitable'' (519). Similarly, OWen is revived in the 
. ~ ,~ 
sunnner from his 0 apparent sl~ggishness'' (.51.5), and the 
butterfly is a "playmate of the summer breeze" (520). 
The identification of Owen with the butterfly goes 
much deeper, and, indeed, is the key to the structure of 
the st;ory-=and to several or Hat·Jthorne' s "inside" jokes. 
Only one critic, Daniel G~ Hoffman, points out the cor-
relation between Owen's -struggle and the life cycle of the 
butterflyo He devotes only one sentence to the fact,_ not 
wishing, evidently, to beoome enmeshed in developing 
;II'\ 0 
.,u 
evidence. Another critic~ Patricia Moyer, is aware 
that uthe process of development which Owen passes through 
is fot1nded 011 a principle of: dea~h and rebirth i~1bicl1 in 
itself is an implicit denial of complete predestination," 
but she does not trace that development. 39 
Owen Warland, in changing from artisan to artist, 
. ' '· ~ 
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transforms himself from embryonic to mature forms of the 
butterfly. Thie is the "expanded metaphor" upon which 
.,_-..,.-~-f 
the story is based. Some would condemn 1 t as a ''futile 
. 
buzzing of fancy," a subst1_ t,..1tion of nr ancy for imagina-
tion. 11 4° Hav;thorne apparently · considered 1 t a 1eg1 ti:riiate · .~ - · 
structural device in allegory if it did not so greatly 
intzrude upon the story that it appeared grotesque, for, 
despite his clever t1-:)icks, 0 Hat~1thorne did not • • • in-
,' 
tend that any of his work should be taken a~ a 1 grot~squer1,. 
hOwever novel it might be. n4l Such a strange--almost 
b,izarre--structure for the story is not unusual for Haw-
thorne. Arlin Turner observes that "few if any of 
Hawthorne's works can be said to have true plots, nor 
does the underlying plan in many of them seem to be the 
narrative element involving a sequence of events arranged 
42 to produce suspense." "The Artist of the Beautiful" 
is an example of Mawtborne•s violation of the principles 
of narrative structure because it rests, not upon a 
story line building to a climax, but upon the underlying 
butterfly metaphor. 
In his early stage, after his defeat by Robert Dan-
forth, it is signif.icant that Otven inllf1ediately leans "his 
head upon his hand" (5~ and later "spent a few sluggish 
weeks with his head so continually resting in his hands 
that the towns-people had scarcely an opportunity to see 
bis countenance" (512). Later, af tar his loss to the 
, I 
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force of Hovenden, daylight oppresses him, and "on cloudy 
and inclement days ( vJhen he couldn't cl1ase but_terflies] , 
.. 
-
he sat with his head upon his hands" (516). This posture 
is described. as a fit "of torporn (517). After Annie prods 
( 
his incomplete mec·hanism., "he let his head sink upon his 
hands" (518). Freudians might note here a semi-foetal 
. 
poaition--perbaps a yearning for the womb--and they would 
not be far wrong, except that it is more rewarding to 
turn to say, W. J •. Holland 8 s Bu,~~erfly ~~~- than to Freud's 
treatises. Hawthorpe, at his most fanciful, has indicated 
that Owen has assumed the larval form of the butterfly, 
the immature stage of the imago which will eventually 
emerge. (One notes with interest that Owen has been try-
ing to change, but he is "thrown back into the state 
whence he had been slowly emergingn (515)c) Larval it-
self' means 11masked. 11 !~3 Owen's embryonic form is re-
inforced by the repetition of the childishness of the 
developing artist. Hovenden remarks, "' His ingenuity 
t 
could [not] grasp anythi11g bigger than a child's toy'" 
(505). Owen has· "small featur.es" (511), and "like a 
child" (515), be chases butterflies. 
Owen as larva, however, would not be meaningful were 
the correspor1dence not carried t;hrou~l1out the s~cory o As 
we sh~ll see, the correspondence is rully.developed and 
emerges in the end as the Romant.ic work of art. The 
entire structural metaphor seems to be an allegorical· ~ 
" 
· ... · - i" 
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presentation of connnon ideas upon organiciam. Cole~idge, 
using Schlegel as his guide, defined the boundaries be-
,tween the organic .and mechanical as followa: 
The form· is mechani.c when on any given material we impress 
a ·pre-determined f or1n9 not necessarily arising ot.1t of the 
properties of the material, as when to a mass of wet clay 
we give whatever shape we wish it to retain when hardened. 
·• 
The organic form, on the otl1er l1and, is innate; it shapes 
and develops itself rrom within, and fullness of its de-
·velopment is one and the same with perfection of its out-
) 
· ward for1no Such is the life, such the :form. Nature, the . 
prime genial artist, inexhaustible in diverse powers, is 
equally inexhaustible in ~orms. Each exterior is the 
physiognomy of the being within, its true image reflected 
and thrown out f'rom the concave mirror. 44 
OWen 1 s soul undergoes a symbolic metempsychosis as 
hia body passes into the next state of the butterfly, the 
pupa. Finally learning that Annie cannot be his helpmate, 
OWen sits "down like a man that had been stunned" (523). 
At this point, he changes into the pupal state, and Haw-
thorne conc~ntrates upon the lack of vitality one is apt 
to associate with the pupa 9 the nonfeeding, immobile form 
of the butterfly. Since Owen has not yet assumed matu:re 
form, he doe.a not lose his child-like nature. The trans-
formation follows: 
r· . 
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He went through a fit of illness. After his recovery his 
small and slendeI' frame assumed an obtuser garniture of 
flesh than it had ever before worn. His thin cheeks be-
came round; his delicate .little hand, so spiritually 
-
fashioned to acl1ieve fairy ~tas!rc=gt-:rorlr, gre~1 plt1:mper than 
the hand or a thriving inrant. His aspect bad a childish-
ness such as might have induced a stranger to pat him on 
the head--pausing, however, in the act$ to wonder what 
manner of child YtJ'as here. It was as if the spirit had 
gone out or him, leaving the body to flourish in a sort 
' 
of vegetable existence. Not that Owen Warland was 
idiotic (523-524). 
It is interesting that Hawthorne, in transforming 
Owen into the pupal stage, has his soul pass through a 
Rive1~ of Lethe. Owen nseemed • • • to retain no very 
distinct perception of either the process of achieving 
this object [ of spiri tualizing machinery] or of the 
design itself ii ( .524-525). 
The most dramatic metamorphosis of the buttert1y.1s, 
of course, the transformation of the pupa into the beautiful 
imago. Hawthorne is most evasive at this point, and critics 
who overlool{ allegorical struc·ture or dis1niss ellegor~ as 
" . 
uninteresting or inferior are apt either to find the pas-
sages detailing· the change unintelligible or to misread 
a full page of the tale. Hav1tbo1-:ine i-1arns clearly enough 
/ 
that 0 in Owen 1~arland the spirit was not dead. nor passed 
29· 
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away; it only slept'' (525). OWen has been snugly tucked 
into his c.hrysalis • 
. Hawthorne then becbmes evasive. He provides an 
alternate choice to explain Owen's awakening: the artist 
. might have- -been ~'-reina·pi~EH:i~1 by a butterfly 9' about· ·hi·s 
head" (525). Critics may jump et this explanation. Le-
~ 
land Schubert, for example, declares, "Hai.rtborne again 
avoids monotonous repetition by denying complete knowledge 
of the matter. But he leaves the reader, who unconsciously 
looks for symbolic repetition, with the impression that -
Owen again sees a real butterfly. n45 Yet this is not the r1 
correct analysis as the i111agery demonstrates. In emerging ···· 
.. 
from bis cocoon, the artist-butterfly must struggle to 
break away from the enclosing casement. The struggle _is 
underscored by "pain" and a sm,,ge through "veins!) 0 like 
a butterfly attempting to flex its wings in preparation 
tor flight. The process is illustrated in the following: 
"How it awoke again is not recorded. Perhaps the torpid 
slumber~ i-1as brol{en by a convulsive pain. Perhaps 9 as in 
a former instance, the butterfly came and hovered about 
his head and reinspired him •••• Whether it were pain 
or happiness that thrilled through his ~eins, his first 
impulse was to thank heaven for rendering him again the 
being of thought, imagination, and keenest sensibility that 
he had long ceased to be" (525). 
His battle for freedom from the cocoon has, however, 
.. 
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onlJ begun. He still has the major ."task" (525) to per-
form. There follot,1s, -in the second longest paragraph in 
the story, an abstracted account of the butterfly's life-
and-death struggle to escape from the cocoon. It has 
someti.mes been misunderstood,, }1illicent Bell, for example, 
claims that it sholt1s that 11 the artist must reconcile him-
self to the fact that his work will always be incomplete."4
6 
~iss Bell has chosen strange ammunition for her anti-
r 
Romantic ergun1ent, and, once the passage is understood, 
her remark proves a misfire. The paragraph is not a 
digression. Its discussion of "aborti.on.," ndeath," and 
"incomplete designs'' is consonant t,,1ith the real danger of_ 
death to the butt.e.rf'ly if it does not free itself. OWen 1 s 
p~rpose has become clear to him. Therefore, he worries-
that "death should surprise him in the n1idst of his labors" 
to emerge as the imago. His isolation at this point is as 
natural as the butterfly's solitary battle in the cocoon. 
Artistry ·aemands this detachment and lonely freedom, just 
as nature demands that the butte1")\fly must enter the 
cocoon. 
By employing the chrysalis 1mage,.Hawthorne indicates 
~ 
Owen's stage of development. Owen has his vision. Haw-
thorne elaborates upon men who have also had their visions 
and yet have died without giving them complete external 
-
form. All are to be compared with Owen, who, fighting to 
achieve his purpose, wages a battle against death • 
. , 
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Can the philosopher, big with the inspiration of an idea 
that is to reform mank1nd 9 believe that he is to be 
beckoned rrom this sensible existence at the very instant 
when he is mustering his breath to speak the word of.light? 
.•. 
''It.. ' .\ .,. 
' " 
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• • • The prophet dies, and the raan of torpid heart and 
sluggish brain lives on. The poet leav·es his song half 
sung, or finishes it, beyond the scope of mortal ears, in 
a celestial choir. The painter--as Allston did--leaves 
half his conception on canvas to sadden us with its im-
perfect beauty, and goes to picture fo~th the whole, if 
1 t be ,no irreverence to say so, in the hues of heaven 
( 526). 
One might recall that Owen might have been "a poet, a 
painter, or a sculptor" (507), but the implications of the 
visions of the men are more relevant. All are linked to 
heaven, that repository of the great Idea. Owen's creation 
"flying heavenward" is foreshadowed. Furthermore, the 
reader is informed of the real significance of what will 
be Owen's creationo The destruction or incompletion of 
the artist• s projects "must be taken as a proof that the 
deeds of earth, however etberealized by piety or genius, 
are without value, except as exercises and manifestations 
of the spiri·tn (527). 
Owen I a determined strur~gle to free his soul as the 
imago comes after "a long space of intense thought, yearn-
ing effort, minute toil, and wasting anxiety, succeeded 
( 
. . .• 
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by an instant of solitary triumph'' (527). By obscuring 
) 
the bir·th process of the butterfly, Hawtnorne was" abl~ -to 
free OWen from symbols which were no longer neede,d--
simply, OWen•s body in the final scene need not be ex-
quisitely beautiful. Both the obscuration and the end 
. ' . 
of the identification of Owen's physical appearance with 
the butterfly are examples of John Shroeder•s observation 
that "Ha.i~sthorne not infrequently evinces a propensity to 
cut off the action of his symbols at crucial points. 1147 
In -this case, symbolic value is trans~erred rather than 
·cut off. Although Owen's body has reflected.his develop-
ment., his soul is the object i,1hich has really been 
moulded. Thus, the butterfly can be limited to its 
representation as the product of Owen's soul. Owen makes 
the transference clear when he explains, "'In the secret 
.. of that butterfly, and in its beauty--which is not merely 
outward, but deep as its whole system,--is represented 
the intellect, the imagination, the sensibility, the soul 
of an A1~tis t of the Beau t;iful ! 'n ( 531). 
The big question in the final scene--for critics and 
Annie alike--is "•Is it alive? Is it alive?' ••• 'Is it 
alive?' ••• 'Is it alive?' n (530-531) c The answer, too 
simple to be accepted by some disbelievers, is yese Annie, 
one should note, does not believe her husband. He as-
sures her, "'Alive? To be sure it is'" (530). Three 
times after his assurance she turns to Owen to receive the 
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same answer (though, of course, Danforth makes no 'distinc-
tion between Nature's butterfly and an artist's butter-
fly--since he can't understand the butterfly, he admires 
the box in which it came; Annie, on a slightly higher 
level or perception, is aware of the artistry in the 
creation). The butterfly is not "only a trick effect, a 
similitude of lifelikeness depending upon credulity and 
surprise. 1148 Not in vain has Hawthorne founded the struc-
ture of the story on the life-cycle of the butterfly. 
' The progress of Owen Warland results eventually in an art 
work, organically produced 1 't·Thich rivals Annie and Dan-
forth Is child~ Richard Harter Fogle correctly states, 
"Warland's creation, although a mechanism, transcends the 
merely mechanical to become a living o:rganism. 11 49 
Owen• s butterfly possesses 1,1r1aJc Droi..rne' s mechanical 
figureheads lacked. In 11 Drowne 1 s Wooden Image," Haw-
thorne corrw1ents that Drowne 1 s images were deficient in 
that n deep quality, be it of soul or intellect, i.m icb 
bestows life upon the lifeless and warmth upon the cold, 
and which, had it been present, would have made Drowne•s 
wooden image instinct with spirit" (350). "The lustre of 
[ the] eyes" of Ot-Jen I s but-'cerfly, :1. ·c is spec if ically noted, 
"seemed instinct with spirit" (530). This and "its own 
radiance" indicate that it is an organic work. Annie, 
sensing that the creature is a living organism worthy to 
be compared with her child, mak~s the comparison and, 
' .• ;-... ' \j 
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since she does not compreh~nd the mysteey, not unnaturally 
decides in favor of the child. In Annie's eyes 9 Owen's 
androgynous ·creation is judged second to her heterosexual 
50 production. 
Here ~1e might. note that Danforth had long ago un-
\ 
' ~ 
wittingly forecast the organic nature of Owen's butterflJ 
in terms of procreation. Owen had indicated that he had 
no desire to father any utiliarian project: "' I am not 
I I 
ambitious to be honored t11 i th the paternity of a nev1 kin-d 
of cotton machine' 0 (511). Danforth carried the image 
'·· 
one step further, "'No, no, Owent No child of yours will 
have iron joints and s inei,.rs • " (.511). The butterfly is, 
of course., golden, but Danforth' s statemer1t perhaps inti-
mates the vitality of the completed art work. 
Owen had to su1~fer his trials in order to pour his 
enligbtened--if somewhat battle-scarred--soul ''•deep as 
[the] whole system'" of the butterfly. The creation has 
its own life and cannot therefore return to its creator 
though it wishes to do so. It n I has r-:one f 01.,tl1 out of 
,:) 
[ its] master 1 s heart' 11 ( 53.5) • Rudolph von Abele, mis-
leading about many elements in "The Artist of the Beauti-
ful,'' is quite correct in pointing out that the butterfly 
lives in the area j_n tvhich n art and technology, tbe idea 
· I 51 
and the machine, cross and lie entangled.'. Owen's 
great triumph has been, however, to transcend the 
mechanical and to give the butterfly life by extending 
3S 
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his soul into the creature, joining allegorically his soul 
with that of the butterflyo Thus., when the demanding 
question 111 Is it alive?'" is repeatedly forced upon him, 
he can respond, 111 Alive? 
to possess life 9 " (531). 
Yes, Annie; it may well be said 
,. ' 
The entire last scene in the home of the Danforths 
contains such a great number of rormal repetitions that 
1 t is ritualistic. One hesitates to compare it-; t1i th a 
Christian resurrection at which the doubting Thomases 
gather to "'know, and· see, and touch, and possess the 
secret•'' (529). Nevertheless, it is a scene of renetval, 
and the story itself is partially a story of renewal. 
Owen had earlier been redeemed by nature's butterfly and 
had emerged from a series of transitions from symbolic 
· death to life. The artist's purpose is a similar renewal. 
His task is dirficult because the Danforth-Hovs:rrlen family 
is "an audience of naturalists come to a symbolist play.
11 52 
.- Through an intimation of sublime beauty, he at;ten1pts to 
restore 0 vrreshness of huevu and "'delicacy of percep-
tion'" (529) 0 In this attempt be is only partially sue-
""-.. 
cessful because the baby is only "partially, and but 
partially, redeemed." .Annie's statement that "' the darling 
knows rnore the mystery tl1an we do'" (531+) is".correct, 
though Annie could not be expected to know the truth of 
what she has said. Because the baby has been partly re-
deemed "into childish faith" (534),. be can accon1plish 
. . \ 
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what Owen has promised: comprehension or the "mystery. n 
The baby···1s not the butterfly's ''worst enemy" as Richard 
Harter Fogle believes (Hovende'")i would be); it is the but-) 
terfly' s hope. Nor is the n ephemeral butterfly • • • a 
symbol of the hopeless attempts to perfect society. n53 
However, as the baby sinks into his grand;fe.ther• s skept1--
cism., he, of course, loses his ability to understand. The 
effect of the butterfly is not entirely lost on the adults. 
Even blunt Robert~Danforth is on the threshold of compre-
hension when he responds with "childlike delight" (531), 
though his intelligence limits his understanding. 
Qwen is a true artist, an artist whose task it is 
"to save men such as the watchmaker Peter Hovenden from 
·getting so enmeshed in the ~act and flux of material decay 
that they cannot respOnd to the impulses of the soul. n.54 
Partial success in redemption implies partial failure--
not in the artist but in the audience. For Newton Arvin 
this failure of the Danforth-Hovenden clan to understand 
Owen's art turns "the whole parable" into a "criticism of' 
a society in which practical lire was divorced from the 
creative spirit and unilluminated by ito"55 This criti-
cism is one of "'the elen1ent;s in the s to1?y, but 011e must add 
that there is hope because Owen attains his vision, and 
the child attains momentary and partial redemption. 
Owen could not have succeeded in infusing his soul 
into his creation without facing his adversaries squarely. 
! 
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The next two chapters are devoted to two of his battles.56 
Against Robert Danforth~ however, Owen was never in any 
I 
doubt about his oppo'sition. The man of "main strength" 
and partially a representative of mechanism could never 
be defeated on his own terms 9 ie~o, physical strength, 
Nevertheless, Owen is pitted against the forces Danforth 
. 
represertts. Against the smithy's size, Owen has smallness; 
against his physical strength, physical weakness; against 
his utilitarian work, apparent uselessness; against un-
imagina~ive hamnering, witchcraft; against iron, gold; 
against material "reality.," spiritual reality. Owen, in 
his progress from a1'btisan to artist, eventually demon-
strates his superiority over the man of brute strength. 
Robert Danforth is more than a dullard. He is, in 
Owen's wor+d, the sloiv-witted bully. As such, he is part 
-:-,;.,.-•,. 
of the menace for the aspiring artist. Danforth takes 
every opportunity to torment OWen. He matches both his 
hand and his hammer to the artist's disadvantage and be-
littles the artist's creation, The1'"le are son1e critics 
who would join him in such derision, regretting, one 
57 
supposes, that Owen did not create a winged elephant. 
The opposition of Ql.1en against Danf ortl1 is clearly 
set forth by I-la1·1tl1orneo He states the theme, then de-
velops it in intricate imagery. For example, on the theme 
of size in an art work he wrote: "The beautiful idea has 
no relation to s~ze, and may be as perfectly developed in 
~ ..... ·~· .... -.. - .. _.,, --: .. 
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a apace too minute for any but microscopic investigation 
as v1i thin the ample verge tba t is measured by the arc ot 
the rainbot~" (507-508). This aesthetic truth is b.orne-
out in Owen's finished !)roduct: ''In [ the butterfly's] 
• perfect beauty the consideration of size i-.ras entirely 
lost. Had its wings overreached the firmament the mind 
coold not have been more filled or satisfied" (530). 
The fact that the creation, the butterfly, is quite 
properly an extension of the artist himself illustrates 
the Romantic doct·r1ne o:f individuality. A. N. Karl re-
marks, "The hero's choice is ••• immediately personal. 
either follow the true bent of his genius and face 
excommunication or he can conform to the accepted code of 
utility. 1158 Owen's "diminutive frame and the marvellous 
smallness and delicate power of his fingers" (507) are 
emphasized repeatedly. They dictated the type of art he 
would create. Even Hovenden recognizes ironically that 
OWen•s vision is microscopic. He comments that Owen "'has 
not the sort of ing:enui ty to inven·t anything better ~_ban 
·."-. 
a Dutcl1 "Coy'" (.505). The Dutch toy is,. of course, the 
toy of Anton van Leeuwenhoek, Dutch naturalist and maker 
or microscopes. OW-en's delicacy is often referred to as 
,i::J "microscopic. 11 He must be true to his own nature. If be 
is, he will be able to see the world in a grain of sand. 
The insistence upon the diminutive is tied to two 
other strands of imagery, witchcraft and religion. There 
f 
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' 1a a steady beat of religious tel'JJ18 throughout the· story: 
"doctrine 9 H 0 n1edite:t1on 51 n "diabelie.f," "f'aith 9 " ''clisciple," 
"reverence," and "angel." Their significance Will be 
explored in Chapter IV. It is sufficient to note for now 
that, until Owen is disillusioned by Annie Hovenden, he 
operates mostly outside Ch~istian concepts. At least he 
allows Annie, as a fals~ god, to interfere with the exer-
cise of his religion. The first invocation or a Christian 
God occurs after Owen has survived his trials. He then 
thanks "Heaven for rendering him again the being of 
thought, imagination, and keenest sensibility that he had 
long ceased to be 19 (S25). P·rimarily, bov-1ever., 011,en is a 
59 
con juror outside Chri·stiani ty. The artist is likened 
to a fairy. Hovenden says, "'There is witchcraft in these 
little chains, and iiheels, and paddles'" (511..1-). Annie 
significantly observes that the "'little whirligig [is] 
••• a playthlng for Queen Mab'" {518). Then, in Owen's 
period of skepticism, Hawthorne finally declares that 
Owen i1as niea11t for u fairy t;aslr-t-Jorku ( 523) o Since Annie 
is about to p·lay with the machinery, she is, in the 
imagery only, metamorphosed into Queen Mab. The meta-
morphosis is enlightening. Annie, like Queen Mab in 
Shakespeare's Roineo a11d Juliet, is a sort of 0 fairies• 
midwifeu who aids men to give birth to their inner hopes 
in the form of dreams. This is why Owen, after Annie 
.first passes bis shop, fears "vague and spiritless dreams 
40 
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which will leave me spiritless to-morrow" (.509) •. , Perhaps, 
too, the "intense rage and anguish that writhed across 
. 
-
bis features" (518) after Annie prods the machine might 
be obscurely related , to ?:lab's stirring of men's dreams 
by driving uatht01art their noses'' ··1n her .chariot. Owen 
·-
for a time puts his trust in Annie's love to help him give 
birth to his idea. Finally, however, he realizes that 
Annie is a failure as a trit.Je n1idi-1ife though she can pro-
duce unsettling dreams. He then must go it alone. 
, 
- OWen is, however, not a devilish witch who would, 
like the Prophetic Painter, pry into the recesses of the 
human heart. He is, it is true, isolated by his witch-
crart, but his conjuring is done in the reaL~ of white 
magic. The community does not make a distinction in 
magic bet~1een beneficent daen1ons and i11quisi ti ve demons. 
Hence, it mistakenly feels be bas an "evil destiny." 
Though Hovenden accuses Owen or harboring an "evil spirit" 
which he wishes to neJtOl"cise," Ov1en is more clear-=sighted 
than the old 111a11 and replies truthrully, "' You are my 
evil spirit • • · • you and the hard, coarse world 1'" ( .515). 
Danforth is an example of the "coarse world!, 11 e.nd, by 
contrasting Owen with him, Hawthorne magnifies Owen's 
innocence while, it seems, be increases the iikelihood 
that the dull Danforth may fall into the devil's hands. 
The smithy is pictured as if he t~rere in an infeI'110, or, 
as Rudolph von Abele ungracefully calls it, a"Rembrandt-
. ·:' '. 
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esque tenebrism": 60 "Within was seen ttae forge, now blaz-· 
ing up and ··illun1inating the high and dusky roof I and now 
confining its lustre to a narrow precinct of the coal-
strewn floor, according as the breath of the bellows was 
puffed forth or again inhaled into its vast leathern 
lungs •••• in the momentary gloom the fire seemed to· 
be glinnnering amidst the vagueness of unenclosed space" 
(505). Danforth himselr bears a striking resemblance to 
the devilish spectre in ''r11y Kinsn1an, !~a:jo1"'l IvJolineu2r": 
"Moving about in th is red glare and alternate dusk was 
the figure of the ·blacksmith, well worthy to be viei-1ed 
in so picturesque an aspect of light and shade, where the 
brie;l1·t blaze struggled vrith the black night., as if each 
would have snatched his comely strength from the other" 
61 (505). Any possibilities of evil lurking in Danforth 
are not expanded. His stupidity-protects him on one 
hand, and, on the other, Hawthorne fre~s him because the 
62 
original contrast was all that was needed. 
Owen's transition rrom the mechanical to the organic~ 
is reflected by his occupationo 1/latchrnaking, a most 
mechanical vocation, is gradually abandoned as Owen 
moves toward fulfilling his pu1'1)ose. Even in childhood·, 
~-
OWen•s artistic temperament protected him from becoming 
an everlasting slave to mechanism. In his youth, he 
"looked with singular distaste at the stiff and regular 
processes of ordinary machinery" ($07). 63 Though Danforth 
• 
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jests that he feels OWen's business is "•to tinker up a 
lady's i-1atch'n (506):, it is interesti11g to note that 
OWen is the designer of the anvil which Danforth delivers. 
Danforth, because of his 1ack of imagination, is in this 
instance operating under the direction of the man of 
,. 
vision. The en,lil is "fashioned according to Owen's 
wishes" (510). 
Though Hawthorne never labels Robert Danforth a 
dullard, it is obvious from his speech, action, and 
Hawthorne' s comp~rison of him with "a man of finer words 
<, 
and nicer perception" (532) that he is so. Contrasted 
with Danforth 1 s obtuseness, Owen's intellige~ce is more ) 
impressive. Using ·the traditional ( and overworked) 
simplified Hawthornian psycho1ogy, one sees that Owen's 
head is forced to outweigh his heart (though he earnestly 
desired Annie in spiritual form). Perhaps tr1is dis-
proportion is related to the "artiness" of the butter:Cly, 
for Donald A. Hinge maintains, "To a certain extent, the 
heart may be equated 1 ..;ith natu11 e and head trJith art 9 that 
is, intellectual activity in philosophy, art, and science. n
64 
Yet, since Ower1 draws his butterfly from nature elevated 
to conform to an ideal vision, one cannot lean heavily 
upon the clear cut nature-art or head~heart distinctions. 
There is the additional complication that not all critics 
agree which parts or the anatomy are linked with which 
faculties. Thus, Millicent Bell can argue, with some. 
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justification, that ''Hawthorne actually reverses the 
-
11
~raditional roles of 'head'and 'heart,' perhaps the most 
I 
signifidant antithesis of all, identifying his artist not 
with the heart, which is the moral twiri' of the imagination 
in Romantic ethics, but ~itb the head, which is the partner 
· n65 
ot the earth-bound understanding. In truth, the usual 
bead-heart dichotomy aids very little in understanding 
"The Artist of: the Beautiful." 
,! 
,} 
a·awthorne notes that Owen had a peculiar "genius'' 
(508). His mind is sharp because his "apprehension of' the 
professional mysteries ••• was inconceivably quick" 
(508). In addition, he shows some knowledge of folklore 
and history in his babbling about "the r-1:an of Brass, con-
structed by Albertus Magnus, and the Brazen Head of Frier 
Bacon, and ••• the automata of a little coach and 
horses, which it was pretended had been manufactured for 
66 
the Dauphin of' France 11 (524). 
Perhaps most importantly for Romantic doctrine, Owen 
has an °i11ttli tive comprehension of mechanical principJ.es" 
(~07). By the conclusion of the story, Owen's intuitive 
nature is divorced from the mechanical. It is called 
"intuitive discernment as that of the artist" (532). This 
,, 
discerruuen·t o:f Annie's "secret scornn de111or1s·tz:;ates OWen' s 
ability to see deep into the human heart. Unlike the 
Prophetic Painter or other Hawthornian characters who 
destroy their souls by prying too deeply, Owen accepts 
) 
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the acorn with equanimity and makes no plans to embody 
his findings in his art. He has risen above that level. 
He has been "converting e:arthly to spiritual gold" (532). 
\ 
Gold is contrasted with the lead which represents Hovenden 
and the iron v-Jhich indica·tes Danforth. vJhen O~Jen is suc-
cessful in his alchemic transformation, he abandons his 
gold watches for the vision given temporal form in the 
t· golden butterfly. He is, in the end, more wizard than 
watchmaker. 
The artist has many struggles, however. His victory 
over mechanism is intertwined with his battle against time 
and bis attempt to cope with isolation. To those problems 
we now turn our attention. 
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CHAPTER III 
The Battle Against Time 
One of the greatest problems for the artist in "The 
.. _;.•r 
Artist of the Beautiful" is time. H'is battle against 
that omnipresent force is the most dramatic conflict in 
the story. It t·J'as a connnon conflict for nineteenth-
century Romantics. The Transcendentalists, particularly 
Emerson, examined the problem from many angles and urged 
living in the immediate present(!) Tho1~eau i-1as merely 
stating common Romantic doctrine when he wrote his folksy 
and oft-quoted passage on time: "':I11me is but the stream 
I go a-fishing in. I drink at it; but while I drink I 
see the sandy bottom and detect how shallow it is. Its 
thin current slides away, but eternity remains. I would 
drink deeper; fish in the sky, whose bottom is pebbly with 
67 
stones." It is worth noting that Thoreau employs an 
almost whimsical metaphor to convey an idea in which be 
\) 
sincerely believed. The point should not be overlooked 
by critics who equate Hawthorne's seeming whimsicality 
in "The Jlrtist of the Beautiful" t·Jitt1 insince1"Jity. 
Thoreau's remarks on time demonstrate the principles 
involved in Owen's struggle. In a universe of dynamic 
flux and change, the perceptive man must strive to view 
the eternal and unchanging. Overriding the incessant 
changes is the static, eternal, neo-Platonic world of 
the Ideal. This is the doctrine of time stripped of all 
46 
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its wide-reaching implications. 
,, 
Carl F. Strauch, 111 nThe Problem of Time and the 
Romantic I1ode in Hawthorne, }tel ville, and Emerson," bas 
investigated Romantic conceptions of time, and his dis-
cussion is relevant to Owen's difficulties. If art is 
perception of the eternal, then history, as a record of 
change, is thrown into conflict with it. History, how-
1 
ever, in its repetitions can show an ameliorating move-·--~, 
ment, an "ascendi11g spiral" tot-Jard the Ideal. This con-
cept is linked to other effects.of time upon man, as 
Professor Strauch indicates: "Time ••• • poses questions 
to man not only in ter:rr1s of epochs, but also in terms of 
his ovm nature. The Son of Time, man can find no peace 
in the vortex of existence, and yet, paradoxically, he 
can apprehend 'motionless eternity' only in the 'transi-
tory Time-Symbol. 1 In three areas may 1nan escape and 
transcend time--in love, religion, and art •••• [In 
all three, however,] in the long run, time will deface 
tbese symbols of man's striving. u68 
Hawthorne, through the trials of Owen Warland, care-
fully articulates tl1e Romantic doctrine of ti1ne--so care-
fully that Millicent Bell suspects he has his tongue in 
cheek (an !nci-iedible phonetic pe1,,f·o1jmance which, though 
possible, needs more than subjective judgment for sup-
69 
port). OWen has two of the three corridors to trans-
cend time closeq._ to 'him. He is cut off from bis lave of --- .... 
r:J,)) 
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i Annie, aild he follows no recognizable religious tradition. 
Even i11thout heavy Christian emphasis, however, one could 
say of Owen, as F. o. Mattbiessen says of Hawthorne, that 
he shares "in the basic recognition of Christianity that 
man can be both in time and out" of it., part of the flux, 
yet penetrating to the eterna1. 1170 
All Owen's energies are eventually diverted toward 
success in art. Both rel-:lgion and love are sublimated in 
this pursuit. The butterfly is the 0 trar1sitory Time-
Symbol" which suggests his eternal vision. The ascending 
spiral of history appears in only one important instance. 
The baby has inherited many of his grandfather's traits, 
but he gives to the butterfly a moment of appreciation. 
Peter Hovenden, as we shall see, is the embodiment 
-<'; •. -
of all time in the story. He is the enemy whom Owen must 
dereat. The preparations for battle are indicated by the 
second sentence in "The Artist of the Beautiful": "on the 
inside were suspended a variety of watches, pinc_hbeck, 
silver, and one or two of gold, all with their faces turned 
from the streets, as if cbu1~lishly disinclined to ir1form 
the wayfarer what o 1 clock 1 t was" ( 504). OWen t\7arland is, 
of course, the man who turned the watches about in this 
man11er., hU&t1orously suggesti11g that t1e l1ad no in"'cerest in 
time or in such mechanical public service. The humor turns 
to irony as Annie and Peter Hovenden discuss Owen's genius. 
Peter is sure that " 1 1 t would be a flight beyond his usual ., 
\ 
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foolery to seek for the perpetual motion'" ( 504). Al-
though Owen later dismisses such a notion, the idea of 
perpetual motion partially suggests his quest. The 
eternal ideal tihj . 'ch be at length secures in his rriind baa 
the sa.m.e quality as a perpetual-motion macbine--a de-
fiance of forces of time. 
Both Annie and Peter joking~y remark that Owen would 
operate, if be could, outside normal time: "'Owen is 
inventing a new kind of timekeeper•"; he would "'derange 
the whole course of time'" ( 505) • Though Annie reacts 
with amusement, Peter's com...ments show more hostility--and 
with good reason. For Hawthorne, working in typical al-
legorical fashion, did not search far to find components 
of bis time-versus-the-artist struggle. The traditional 
Father Time, slightly disguised, suited bis purposes well. 
Hovenden is the most interesting obstructing force 
Owen faces and deserves close inspection. That he is old 
71 
and a former ,iatchmaker t--1e are told again and againo 
His identity and influence upon Owen can be traced by the 
sentence: 11 In the.opinion of Peter Hovenden, however, 
- & 
and that order of sagacious understandings who think that 
life should be regulated, like clockwork, with leaden 
weights, the alteration was entirely for the better" (512). 
~ 
Later in the paragraph, Owen has "heavy weights upon his 
spirits [ tvhich] kept every~thing in 01?der., not merely 
within his own system, but wheresoever the iron [the 
...... 
I 
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symbol of the physical ] accents of the church clock were 
audible." A ferJ sentences later, Otssen is ti1:1eighed down 
. . 
by his old master's presence." One expects, by this time, 
that Hovenden will be represented by lead, since the weights 
were leaden. Expectations are fulfilledo First comes a 
cautious statement that Peter converted everything "into 
a dream except the densest matter of the physical world" 
(514) (lead, of course). Finally Owen screams, "'The 
leaden thoughts and the despondency that you fling on me 
a_re my clogs'" (515). Keeping the idea of leaden weights 
firmly in mind, one can turn back to the days of Owen's 
apprenticeship when Hovenden "by strict injunctions and 
' 
. 
sharp oversight, [tried] to restrain his creative ec-~ 
centric! ty within bounds" ( 508). Combining the age of 
Hovenden 1-1ith his "failing eyesight" (508) 9 the parallel 
with "old blind Father Time" (508) is inescapable. Hoven-
den is Father Time, an enemy whom the artist must over-
come. 
Hawthorne had other possibilities fo~ his archetype 
of Hovenden. Saturn and Kronos, ancient embodiments of 
t·ime, spring to mind. However, Greco-Roman mythology 
played an even smaller part in the development of Hoven-
den's character than it did in the associations of Annie 
with Venus and Dant·orth with Vulcan. The source of 
Hovenden•s traits can in no case be traced exclusively 
to the old gods. 
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Watchmaking was rich in possible irony, humor, and 
·- --------· --
-~·_;·----· --
.•• I -·- meaning, and "Hawthorne thoroughly enjoys ringing all the 
I l 
possible changes on the symbolism provided by the watch-
. 72 
maker's trade."· By the opening of the story 9 01r1en has 
begun to brea.lr away ·from tl1e oppressiv·e tie with time. 
Peter had been the 91former master11 (504) to whom Owen 
had been bound, but the artist has already demonstrated 
his own bent by turning the lt.re.tcbes atia.y froJ:11 the street 
and by·spoiling "the accuracy of some or the best watches" 
in Hovenden' s shop. His relatives' wish that 
11 his strange 
ingenuity might ••• be regulated" (508) is certainly 
not rulfilled. Yet the rorm.er master can still seriously 
damage the artist, as subsequent events of the story show. 
. . 
As long as he remained under ~ovenden•s watchful eye, 
Owen, with bis ttlack of sturdiness" (508), tvas oppressed 
by time. Left untended, Owen fights time through caprice. 
Turning the clocks around, creating harmony out of the 
noise of his watches, and deracing family clocks are 
little more than jokes in themselves, but they fore-
shado1r1 Owen's later genuine triumph over time. Connecting 
his watches to a "musical operation" is an example of 
altering materialism to conform with an ideal. The ideal 
is a l1armony better tha11 that which exists, and, though 
the.tone is here lightly humorous, the idea will later 
be developed at greater length. . Arranc:ing all tt·rel ve 
,, 
r 
hours either as a dance or as a runeral illustrates Owen's 
.! 
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unoonc~rn. at this point whether lite be tragic or comic, 
and, since the clocks so tre~ted are ancient family 
clocks, it is clear that Owen is not burdened by a re-
. spect for the past~ Only when Owen is in his skeptical 
·, 
period berore entering his symbolic cocoon does he seem 
weighed upon .by tbe past. .Then he babbles of historical 
automata. 
OWen is not the only one in the story disillusioned 
by ~timee From Pe-t;er Hovenden, the Father Time from whom 
one would expect nothing but praise for his former oc-
cupation, comes a lament for a wastld life. He complains, 
"'I k.not,,, lt1hat it is to ~1or!{ in gold; but give me the 
worker in iron after all is said and done. He spends 
his labor upon a reality 1 " ( 506). The contrast with 
Owen is ironic. Hovenden and the rest or the community 
condemn Owen for wasting his life, but, unlike Hovenden, 
be has a life of accomplishment because 11 it was his for-
tune, good or 111, to achieve the purpose of his life" 
(527). Hovenden has little respect for watchmaking, his 
life's work. When he himsel~ is defeated by the very 
force be represents--time--he has nothing upon which to 
lean except Annie, who occasionally dra~ .. 1s "her father 
onward vJi t;l1out giving him tirne fo1~ reply" (506). 
Hovenden and Owen move in exactly opposite direc-
tions from approximately the same starting point. Both 
are unhappy in the service of time. Hovenden retreats 
......... r--·-··---.. :,, .. , ' ... ' 
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into skeptical materialism; Owen advances into idealism. 
- -~ 
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In his movement the disgruntled Hovenden accepts time 
though he belittles the sense of serving it. OWen, in 
his own manner, .finds a way to escape time through the 
imagination. Hovenden can only deprecate his own c·rart: 
"•a watc-runaker gets his brain puzzled by his i~rbeels "&1ithin ----------
., 
a wheel or loses his health or the nicety of his eyesight, 
r) as was my case., and i'inds himself at middle age., or a 
little after, past labor at his own trade and fit for 
i'- ••• 
nothing else, yet too poor to live at his ease'" (506). 
Such are the rewards of a materialistic ltfe for "senior 
. ' ' . 
citizen" Hovenden. They are the benefits OWen cou1d look 
~orward to if he continued to repair town clocks. One 
connnen-tator observes, 11 Hovenden is lost because he has 
13 
nothing. u 
Hovenden, true to his archetype, ls old a.nd partially 
blind. Hawthorne capitalizes upon the extreme myopia of 
74 
bis allegorical figure. Hovenden1 s blindness cuts him 
off from a vast area of human existence. His ''cold, un-
imaginative sagacity" (514) and his "psychology of tr1e 
f'i ve senses • ·• • as mucb Lockian as it is Yankee117 5 
isolate him much more surely than Owen is isolated. To 
his character Hawthorne adds a touch of sadism. Although 
it is extreme and grotesque to suggest, as William Bysshe 
Stein does, that a castration ritual is underway when 
Hovenden threatens Owen's machine with 11 •one pinch of my 
.. :L 
I' 
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finger and thumb'" (514), ·Hovenden's hostility toward 
. .. 76 
~OWen does emerge in unattractive manifestations. It 
is with a sinister glee that he ruins Owen's projects by 
attempting to exorcise OWen 1 s "evil spirit" and by an-
nouncing the engag~ment of his d~ughter to Danforth. He 
I 
·54 
------------ - -d-oes not fail to add his "cold and scornful-laugh" (5-35)- --- · ______ . ___ _,) ---··----·-··· 
when the butterfly is crushed. Strangely, Richard Harter 
Fogle has gruding admiration for Hovenden because "his 
nature has a com.monsense centrality worthy of respect. 
In his character is a tenacious clutch upon a harsh 
reality, a steady grasp upon the doom of Adam •••• 
Seen from this point of view the idealist Warland seems 
momentarily weak and frail, his vision of reality a 
deluded optimism, his delicate intuition a reaching 
77 
am.011g sbadoi-1s. 11 This admiration., Fogle maintains, comes 
:from Haiithorne' s humanization of his allegorical figure. 
The insistence upon humanization (and its seemingly con-
, 
comitant ambiguity) stems from Fogle's belief that "no 
allegory of lasting reputation has ever been satis-
78 
tactorily explained in terms of allegory alone=" This 
view, like Millicent Bell's championing of Danforth, 
flies in the face of evidence which the story presents. 
Attached to Hovenden are images of coldness and hardness. 
His actions are brutal, and his outbursts are cruel. To 
side with him is to ignore Hawthorne's focus upon Owen. 
The artist's centrality and importance are illu~trated 
11-- •• - ...... 
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by Ha~thorne•s intervention in the narrative line: "But 
., 
' we must retur11 to Otiie11 1rJarland 1 s shop, and spend n1ore 
meditation upon his history and cbaracter than either 
.,.·..J 
P_eter- Hovenden, · or probably his daughter Annie, or OWen• s 
old school-fellow, Robert Da_nforth, would have. thought 
~ . 
due to so slight a· subject" (506-507). 
The conspiracy to find deficiencies in OWen•s char-
acter by pointing to beauties in the personalities of 
' 
other figures in the story often depends upon forced 
sentimentality. It is an attempt to transform Hovenden 
into the stern but lovable symbol of wise authority found 
throughout literature. Hawthorne amply demonstr8tes that 
he is not altogether so ·appealinr 9 but Fogle and Miss Bell 
.... 
both mistake any attractive traits in subordinate char-
acters as indications of unattractiveness in Owen. Hence, 
they feel the v1h ole tale is throt:1n in to ambiguity ( and 
this feeling apparently sanctions jumping backward or 
forward in the Hawthornian canon for evidence of anti-
Romanticism). Perhaps the only way Hawthorne could have 
avoided such interpreta·tions -v1ould l1ave been to "people" 
his tale with black-hearted ogres stalking Owen's domain 
7·9 
and spewing forth anti-Romantic doctrines. 
Owen• s reactior1s to the catastrophes 1t1hicb befall 
his creation record bis progress both in achieving the 
beautiful and in overcoming time. Owen makes it clear 
in a conversation with Danforth that he is beyond the stage 
of thought in which a merely mechanical negation of time 
l 
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through 11 perpetua.1 motion" would be considered either 
possible or desirable. Replying to Danfortb's query about 
his secret work, Owen says, "' The perpetual motion? iTon-
I 
,,. 
sensel .•. It can never be discovered. It is a dream 
that may delude men whose·brains are mystified with mat-
ter, but not me. Besides, if such a discovery were pos-
sible, it would not be worth my while to make it only to 
have the secret turned to such purposes as are now ef-
. fected by steam and 1·1ater poi1er' 11 (511). 
Crushed, however, by·exposure to the practical, Owen 
once again falls under the heavy burden of time. The 
"leaden weights" (512) always associated t-1ith Hovenden 
pull him down to the commonplace. These weights, which 
suggest that OWen, like a watch or machine, can be brought 
into balance, are, it should be noted, no longer present 
in the final scene; Owen has progressed far beyond the 
checks and balances which can be imposed by materialism. 
Owen's accomplishments after the setback by Hovenden 
are important. Hawthorne makes two points not sufficiently 
appreciated by critics of "The Artist of the Beaui·tiful." 
First, Owen proves himself capable or the grand practical 
work for which the critics say he is too frail. Second, 
by denying the Romantic notion that t~ artist must fol-
,, .. 
low bis own bent, Owen, in effect, sacrif'ioes his identity. 
His treatment of the silver watch which he examines with 
"obtuse gravity" (512) is obviously a parallel with his 
.; 
1. r 
;6 
ti 
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handling of -the family clocks which he had earlier de-
1'1led w! th "mirth.ful or melancholy hours" (509) because 
both have acquired characteristics or their owners. The 
watch-owner "deemed it a. portion of his oim life" (513), 
/ H 
and the family clocks have grown nearly allied to human 
•• t.,,( 
nature" (509). The "obtuse gravity'' contrasts with the · 
earlier caprice and demonstrates the rewards which the 
world gives: caprice brings a lack of trade, and serious-
ness, with all 1 ts, dullness, brings increased business •. / 
In this instance, the increased business is an op-
portunity to "regulate the clock in the church steeple" 
(513). The incident seems designed to show the greatest 
possible benefit~Owen could bring th~ world were he to 
abandon his "nonsensical" creation, and, like Drowne, 
revert to his mechanical vocation. All the town thanks 
him "for the punctuality of dinner time" (513). This 
. .r 
is the reward for thinking on a grand scale when his 
artistry demands the minute. This type of comn1unity 
··service, ~.go, repairing the town clock, is quite alien 
to the real service the artist must attempt to render, 
!·~·, the restoration of perception and the intimation of 
,·. ·~ •'. 
the ideal. To a ~,atchmaker the larrte tot-1n clock t~ould be 11..J 
a great undertaking, but what does Owen sacrifice? The 
"heavy weights upon his spirits'' (513) show that he has 
unhappily succumbed to time; the n iron accents of the 
church clock" (513) suggest bis subservience to the 
practical. 
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The final sentence of the paragraph, seemingly tacked 
on, is the most striking of all. When engraving,. upon 
-
silverware, Owen "now wrote the requisite letters in the 
' 
plainest possible style, omitting a variety of fanciful 
. 
flourist1es that had heretofore distinguished his wo:r;ak_ ,1n 
' 
this kind" (513). This is more than a ,statement concern-
ing Owen's decreasing artistry. Hawthorne calls the 
reader's attention to the fact that though it 1;.1as "minute, 
yet [it was] charact~ristic of his present state'' (513). 
The final sentence indicates a loss of identity. The 
"flourishes" which once "distinguished" his work f'rom 
others no longer exist to separate him from that great 
but unnamed mass of engravers. Lest I be accused of look-
ing too curiously at distinguished, I should point to 
requisite as another example in the same sentence of ex-
treme precision in choice of words. BE~qt1i,sJ t~,9 with 1 ts 
business-like and sparse tone exactly reflects Owen's 
state, just as, in the opening of th~ story, plodded is 
exactly right to describe Hovenden•s walk. \ 
Ha~1thorne ironically refers to this desperate period 
in OWen• s life as a "happy transformation" (513), but it 
is during this time that Owen receives the prophecy he is 
.,,. 
later to fulfill. Af'ter Hovenden•s advice to abandon 
the beautiful, the old man and the now well-disciplined 
artist stage a scene which later, with an ironic twist, 
. 
will come to fruition. Hovenden says, "'Why, if you go 
SB 
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on this way [ i.e., in his plodding routine], I should 
- -
even venture to let you doctor this precious old watch of 
mine; though, except my daughter Annie, I have nothing 
else so valuable in the world' n (513-514) o This is., of 
course 9 partially an encouragement fo1<;) Ot,ren to hope that 
he could woo Annie Hovenden. In simplest,. allegorical 
terms, however, the offer is being made for the defeated 
artist to regulate the timepiece of Father Time. Such an 
action at this point would be surrender and ultimate 
catastrophe for the artist. Richard Harter Fogle cor-
rectly remarks., "If lrlarland had consented to undertake 
this crucial task, one must suppose, his subjecti-on t.o 
the tyranny of Time would have been irremediable; but he 
80 
refuses, and leaves a way open to freedom. 11 
OWen is so shaken that he " 1 should be.rdly dare touch'" 
(514) the i-1atch. Into Hovenden' s reply, " 1 In time • • • 
In time, you will be capable of 1 t,'" two ironies ·are 
compressed. In a way unknown but dangerous to Hovenden, 
Owen eventually does 11 doctor11 the tiatch of tirne in the 
future ( ''in timen) when he captures the idea of the 
beautiful in his mind8 However, Owen's accomplishment 
is made not 11 1n time" as Hovenden suggests., but outside 
o'£ 1 t. The ph1'1)ase nin timen is preslallably repeated to 
call attention to the irony, which might otherwise be 
overlooked. Owen, at a low ebb in.,his artistic career, 
~~ 
is "weighed downn by time. ( I-Iawtborne has stressed the 
'iill 
aaaociation with leaden weights auft1o1ently so that 
either "lead" or "weight" conveys the sense of oppres-
sion.) Everything seen1s uconverted into a dream except 
the densest matter of the physical world" (514)--lead. 
Now that OWen is operJ1ting as society wisb~Ji1 under 
./ 
the inf'luence of practicality and time, Hovenden•s posi-
0 1' 
tion as bis overseer is reestablished. ·Hovenden takes 
full advantage of the artist's fallen defenses: "The 
old watchmaker, with the freedom consequent on his former 
author! ty., went on inspecting the t,rork i~thlch Owen bad in 
hand at the moment, together with other matters that were 
in progress" (514). In this one sentence, Hawthorne sug-
gests the scope of Hovenden's allegorical role by showing 
Father Time, ruler of the past, examining th,e present and 
looking into. the future. 
Two strains of imagery merge in this scene, though 
both are discussed more fully elsewhere. A crucial point 
in imae;ery of' light is Hovenden•s statement, "•your suc-
cess [ in practical things 1 is as sure as daylight' "' ( 513) • 
Henceforth, the ups and downs in Owen's contest against 
time will be reflected by his ability to turn time upside 
down, to turn day into night and night into day. In 
religious 'imagery, it is significant that Owen "prayed 
fervently to be delivered :from -him [ Hovcr1den-tirr1e] 11 (514) 
for the action indicates that Owen is at this point a 
suppliant, though he later will be a redeemer. 
"' ' 
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The artist avoids utter destruction by forestalling 
Bovenden's proposed exorcism, and, in his anger, declares 
open war against the forces which Hovenden represents: 
11 
•You are my evil spirit • • • you and the hard, coarse. 
world. The leaden thoughts and despondency that you fling 
upon me are my clogs, else I should long ago hav·e acl1ieved _ 
the task I 1:sas created forv n {515). Since Owen is well · 
aware of bis purpose in life, despite the leaden burden 
-~ 
of time and the sneer of the materi·alis t, he recovers his 
lost direction. Hawthorne's psychological insight dic-
tated that Owen's expression of hostility be followed by 
depression, then by elation after he has unloaded his 
burden of conscience. Hawthorne indicates that rrom 
despair comes insight and that the artist must suffer 
in order to create. Hence, the trials are described as 
"severe but inevitable" (512). The omission of one would 
make the story "no tolerable representation" (522) of the 
lire of the ·artist. Hawthorne, like Emerson, was "aware·, . 
• • • that the intensity demanded by ••• ·mystical rapport 
cannot be maintained and that our private history, cer-
tainly., is an oscillation of moods .. 1181 Owen, even while 
struggling to attain his vision, is subject to violently 
alternating moods partly because of the pressure rrom the 
materialistic t-Jorld and partly because oi' the underlying 
butterfly metaphor whioh guides his course. 
, oven again evades time r>y ,allowing "Father Time, so 
·V 
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far as the old gentleman was represented by the clocks· 
-· 
and watches under his control, to stray at random through 
human life, making infinite confusion among the train of 
bewildered hours" (515) e Patr1cia 1-ioyer observes that by 
. ~ 
doing so, 11 01..ren escapes from a -per111anent innnersion in 
time; he is in a sense saved by a more organic time pat-
82 
tern, th at of nature • " 
The ensuing problems with isolation and earthly love, 
represented by Annie Hovenden, are not intricately woven 
into Owen's battle against time; yet Annie's destructive 
playfulness is another instructive setback for the artist. 
Recalled to work by the butterfly, Owen is vulnerable to 
the attack by the combined forces of Annie, Danforth, and 
Hovenden. The voice of time announces the engagement of 
Annie and Danforth, the loving Venus and the practical 
creator Vulcan. Rudolph von Abele remarks, "The counter-
point is perfect: on the one side there is a marriage of 
space and time, while on the other there is a dissociation 
from them .. 1183 In his announcement, Hovenden recalls the 
days when time governed the artist., when he was "•one of 
the household' " ( 522) • 
Owen is, of course, crushed by the loss of his ''love," 
but even in his def·eat, he scores a mi11or vie tory over 
Hovenden. The old man, always eager to see the artist 
suffer, .. is deprived by his own insensitivity .from enjoying 
Owen's anguish. The artist•s 11111Ahttt seemed cold and 
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unconcerned to an ear like Peter Hovenden's'" (522). He 
misses the despair that the cry really contains. 
Owen then falls into his last state of torpor, during 
Which time one might note the inconsequential ract that 
the ''Brazen Head of Friar Bacon'' said "Time is. Time was. 
- - ---- - ····-- ·-· 
~ 
Time_ is past. 11 
Peter Hovenden figures signifioantly in 0Wen 1 s final 
triai. but his grandson overshadows him in the role of 
Owen's antagonist. Hovenden, as usual, mocks and demands. 
Like a doubting Thomas, he wishes ~o touch the butterfly 
. , 
to understand it. Expectedly when his finger is brought 
.. ' 
near Ot-1en' s creation, tl1e butterfly begins to pale. Owen 
explains, "'In an atmosphere of doubt and mockery its 
exquisite susceptibili cy· suf'fers torture, as does the 
soul of him who instilled his otvn life into it 1 " (533). 
Yet this is not defeat. One must keep in mind what the 
butterfly is. It represents the ideal butterf·.1y; it is 
"the symbol by which [ Owen] made [the beautiful] percepti-
ble to mortal sensesn ( 536). Bu·t it is not Owen• s :final 
vision. Its only purpose is to give an intimation of the 
'-
artist's vision, and its destruction would mean only that 
the key for entrance to a higher realm is unappreciated, 
84 
not that the vision itself is invalid or unworthy. Since 
Hovende11 r1as "sagacity, by contact with which everything 
was converted into a dream except the densest matter of 
the physical world" (514), it is inevitable that the 
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golden representation will be undervalued by him. But 
there is hope, and this hope is realized through the 
.. 
partial redemption of the baby. 
The baby, like all other characters in the story, is 
primarily an allegorical figure. Though the other -per-
sonages acquire deft obaracterizing touches consistent 
with their allegorical function, tne baby, appearing in 
a short but cru,cial part of the tale, remains almost a 
total abstraction. He represents the union of the prac-
tical strength of Danforth, the domesticity of Annie, and, 
pertinent to this section of discussion, the skepticism 
of a descendant of Father Time. Ha,-1thorne clearly indi-
cates the ties of the child with old Hovenden: "The 
artist was disturbed by the child's look, as imagining 
a resemblance between it and Peter Hovenden's habitual 
expression'' (528). Further, imagery of lead directly 
Qonnects him with his grandfather: there was "something 
so sturdy and r~al in his composition that be seemed 
moulded out of the densest substance which earth could 
supply" ( 528 ):. The baby is the new generation of ma-
"JI 
terialists. He is linked to his grandfather, but his 
momentary comprehension of tl1e butterfly shot·1s a. kind of 
progress. There is an incipient_ "ascending spiral II in 
~the growth of the· family from Hovenden to the baby: 
Hovenden is completely scornful; his daughter is awe-
,efJ 
stricken but later scornful; the baby has a glimmer of 
\ 
• 
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appreciation, and then sinks into skepticism. Even the 
substantial little creature undergoes. a transformation in 
OWen•s sight. Just as Hovenden•s sight characteristically 
lowers everything to the materia1 plane, Owen's vision 
elevates all to a slightly more· spiritual level. The child 
of lead seems to Owen an ••apparition*' (528), perhaps re-
lated to the "spectres that mocked at him" (519). 
The "childishness" of the baby is at first strong 
ertough to overpower the disbelief bred into him, and the 
' 
butterfly is correspondingly encouraged to grow brighter. 
{' 
It has, in part, fulfilled its function. In terms of its 
own life, however, the butterfly wins a battle but loses 
:;, the war. The child sinks from faith into his grand-
·rather1 s incredulity, and "with his grands:lre•s sharp and 
shrewd expression in his face" (535) crushes the creation. 
Hovenden's nasty laugh is, however, a laugh on himself, 
for the baby has cut himself' off from artistic enrich-
ment, and Hovenden has again demonstrated his ignorance. 
As when he misses the anguish in Owen 9 s monosyllabic cry, 
he misses the significance of the present situation. While 
partial redemption is not grounds for unbridled optimism, 
~t does perhaps suggest that greater inroads can be made 
. -
into tl1e ct1ild' s skepticism. More importantly, 0~·1en has 
seized --upon that "reality" whicl1 transcends time and is 
outside its power of destruction. If Hovenden had no-
' bili ty, th.a sympathy of the audience, and a shock of 
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recognition, hia laugh might even have been tragic. As 
it is, it is the final irony for vanquished time. Owen 
has overthrown his former dictator. 
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CHAPTER IV 
' 
Isolation and Annie 
In his multiple contests in "The Artist of the Beauti-
ful," Qi,,1en emerges 1che vie tor in all save one. His capture 
. · of the beautiful is a .·cold. substitute for'a warm fire end : .. ..,._.,\_,:-.:: ........... .--: •. ,·---.~:"'\"~·:.-_i1?·,~,r,1::·'-·r.." .. ', ... ,:,.-.""". ', .... , ·-···-,, ·:·, ~ .. :" ....... "\:, ... --,..• -., ... ,. ··~·· f"""l.. 7 .... ' ·.·J ~ .... .,. .. ·,·.··,, ~ .(',~ • ··. ·- •. ·,' .. ,•,,.·-~· ..... ,. .• ~····,,~,, 
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a loving wife. 0Wen 1 s isolation is inescapable--but it is 
not therefore a condemnation or the Romantic conception of 
art o In t;he 1840' s, 1Iatitborne' s art is tic cone e1:ins ivere 
repeated time and again. Organicism and isolation oc-
cupied his thoughts. He was 11 constantly composing vari-
ations on this same theme, the temperament set apart from, 
others by its own defective sympathy, or its own greater 
intelligence, or both, unable to participate in lire as a 
whole and making only shadowy contacts. 1185 
When considering isolation, one can turn 'with profit 
to Morse Peckham, whose conclusions about Romanticism and 
isolation have ~arying degrees of applicability to Owen 
Warlandc I:!e trJ:rites, "Though a man may create a synthesis 
that includes the ideas of his fellow men, to those very 
men he will always be outside the circle or accepted be-
liefs, even though he blesses all things.great and small." 
Though Q1.re11 wn11].d be, in Peckham' s terminology, a positive 
rather than a negative Romantic artist, it is noteworthy 
that both conceptions of Romanticism entail some sort of 
I 
isolation:· "Negative romanticism causes isolation and 
despair because it offers no cosmic explanations, while 
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positive romanticism offers cosmic explanations which are 
. 8-6 
not shared by the society of ttJhich one is a part." 
Hawthorne's treatment of Owen's isolation is in the 
\ 
aame half-humorous ironic tone which marks his treatment 
mechanismo Itris not sound, therefore, to separate the 
theme of isolation in order to read it as Hawthorne's 
straightforward anti-Romantic corrnnentary or to picture 
Owen es felling into a Slough of Despond from which he 
never escapes. Instead, in his understanding of artistic 
isolation, as in his education through other struggles, 
OWen grows. The final settlement with isolation is ac-
ceptance, and OWen•s final isolation is tempered by under-
standing. So, in a sense, there is a bittersweet victory 
even in isolation. By the conclusion of "The Artist of 
the Beautiful, n "External hostility and inter11al traumas 
have clarified his vision: he has learned with note 
little ensuing sadness, to see something enduring in a 
realm where art and life are subject to time and other 
destructive forces. n Or, as a.11other critic states, Haw-
thorne is "reluctant to admit the necessity for isolation, 
yet he comes to the ••• conclusion ••• [that] in a 
fallen world, the sensitive and imaginative man is in-
87 
evitably alone." In the transition from artisan to 
artist, Owen must learn that to accomplish l1is ideal he 
must accept detachment. 
.. ' ) 
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'i'he history of OWen•s increasing knowledge of isola-
tion is contained in his relationship with Annie Hovenden, 
who represents what he loses by his dedication to art. 
-She is, gene~ally, one of Hawthorne's fair maidens, a 
-
lovely, porcelain,· bourgeois who, under a veil of dis-
arming kindliness, harbors secret scorn. 
Owen's movement through various phases of isolation 
is circular (in effect, an "ascending spiral"). He is 
alone when the story opens, and he is alone when the sto~y 
' 
closes; yet his isolation at the conclusion is quite dir-
ferent from the opening detachment. At the opening of 
"The Artist of the Beautiful, 81 Ot·1en has already con-
structed his little inviolable sanctuary within the con-
fines of the light from his lamp. Even the slightest 
penetration of his world by voices sets all in tumult. 
Owen, however, speaks no word to his observers: he re-
mains closed within his shell. Annie shows how she could 
mislead him into believing her worthy to understand him. 
' \ 
. , 
She at least knows that he is se11si tive and tries to 
protect him: "' His ears are as delicate as his feelings; 
and you know how easily disturbed they are. Do let us 
move on'" (505). 
In contrast with Owen, ... Robert Danforth, who also works 
at night, does not enclose hlmself· tightly by a lighte.d 
circle. He moves almost in ''unenclosed space" ( 505). His 
"open door reveals his intimate contact with the world of 
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88 
men." Furthermore, he speaks to his observers in a 
fully outgoing rnanner wi tl1 a 0 .full 9 deep, r,1erry voice" 
' I 
(50S). He is in no danger from the isolation which 
threatens OWen. 
Owen• s--struggle against alienat·io·n--if not to over-· 
,, 
come it, at least to understand its necessity--ia most 
,. ' 
clearly conveyed th~C?ugh religious imagery. Though the 
. . 
connection is never stated, religious imagery is especially 
pertinent for Ot1en becau-se his eventt1al st1ccess must come 
through monkish devotion. The sum and substance of the 
theme is explicitly stated by Hawthorne, who then de-
velops it as if be were manufacturing a parable to illus-
-
trate a scriptural passage. In an authorial aside, Haw-
thorne states: "It is requisite for the ideal artist to 
possess a force of character that seems hardly compatible 
with its delicacy; he must 1ceep his fai tl1 in birnself 
while the incredulous world assails him with its utter 
disbelief; he must stand up against mankind and be his 
own sole disciple, both as respects his genius and the 
objects to which it is directed" (512). This is the hard 
t:ruth which OWen must learn, and it is stated in religious 
terms: "fai tl1.," ndisbeli.ef ~ 11 "disciple." 
'-'.tJ.' 
Owen st1ffers from confusion over ivhich ttgod" he shall 
serve. Though he must finally be his own "sole disciple," 
a master of his own cause, he t'irst mistakenly feels that 
he must be a servant to an idol he creates for himself, a 
.• 
10 
.. 
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glorified Annie. The artist makes his initial:pledge to 
. 
Annie·: for her he strives "•to put the very spirit of 
beauty into 1'orm and give it motion, it is :for [ her] sake 
... 
alone' n (509). His pledge is to place an offe1~ing before 
his beloved. The sacrificial nature.of the mechanism 
. . 
upon which he labors is reinforced by the description, of 
.. 
it as a "subject so sacred as the absorbing dream of his 
imagination" (510). For his false god, Owen would even 
betray h·is artistry. He would do a.nything :for Annie, " 1 even 
were it to work at Robert Danforth's forge'" (517). This 
is in essence an offer to become a slave to practicality 
' in order to become a ·successful suitor • 
., 
Owen's offering is destined to go unappreciated. He 
continually repeats that his "'force, i-1hatever there may 
..... 
be of it, is al together spiritual 1 " ( 510); yet Annie• s 
reaction demonstrates that she can never comprehend him--
<) she shares too much of' her father's skepticism. Indeed, 
she reacts to the machine in precisely the same way as 
Hovenden: she must touch it. OWen's gift could never be 
understood through mere physical sensation. She damages 
the soul of the artist by prodding his creation with her 
needle. 
The worn thimble and the needle which Annie carries 
to Owen's shop illustrate her real limitation and her 
strength. The thimble is a syrnbol of~ the don1estici ty 
which may be admirable in itself but cannot supply the 
• 
.• 
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understanding which Owen seeks.89 By Annie's prodding, 
Hawthorne indicates that domesticity too is hostile to 
Owen--a prophecy fulfilled at the end of the tale by 
•
1 Annie's scorn. Here, Annie .. uses one of the very symbols 
of her domesticity, the needle, to harm OWen and his .. 
mechanism. . 
----- - ---- -- ----- -·- - ------ - -
. 
-
· 'This is the greatestJ, physical damage inflicted upon 
OWen•s mechanism by anyone other than the artist himself. 
The pattern of damage to the machine is carefully built 
to a climax. At first, in his encounter with Danforth, 
Owen is taunted, but his work is not touched by the smith. 
In his meeting with Hovenden, be is threatened, but the 
mechanism itself remains untouched. (Hovenden does come 
closer, however, by removing the bell glass which serves 
as a coverin~.) Annie is the only person to inflict 
damage directly upon the artist's work by prodding the 
mechanism playfully, consequently ca~sine Owen great pain. 
Finally, at the time of Hovenden 1 s announcement of the 
marriage, Owen is brougl1t to such despair that he in-
dulges in self-destruction--a sort of spiritual suicide 
from which he is resurrected. The rebirth is the neces-
sary prelude to IIaiithorne' s affirmation., as Annette K. 
Baxter put;s 1 t, th at 11 if artistic achievement merges 
with ,spiritual experience, exclusive devotion to his 
er.rt can be for the artist the way to grace, if not quite 
James's means of salvat1on."90 Before he attains grace, 
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however, "the artist like all men must get wisdom largely 
\ 
' . 
at the price of auttering and be mellowed by the tem-
·peats.1191 
· Haw·thorne implies Annie's method of judgment: she 
chooses men by appearance, and Owen is found wanting • 
.. AJinie glances "with imperceptible slightness at the art-·· 
'•. / 
1st' s small and slender frame'' ( 517) c Only through pain 
does Owen learn that Annie does not have ''the gift to 
comprehend him better than all the world besides" (517)., 
She lacks the devotion necessary to· "reverence [] the 
processes so sacred in his eyes" (519). It is putting 
the cart before the horse to claim that Owen "in wedding 
his art instead of the woman • • • loses in strength what 
92 
be gains in refinemento II Once one u·naerstands Annie's 
method of judgment, r1er choice of Danforth is no more un-
expected than her father's approval of the match. Annie 
would always choose ·physical strength. By the choice, 
Owen is not necessarily diminished in strengtho His part 
in the contrast is erected at the beginning or the story; 
' 
he is physically weak despite his repair of the church 
clock. His forte is vision. Danforth is the strong man 
Annie would naturally favor. Though Owen makes an in-
cursion into Danforth 1 s materialistic, mechanical, prac-
tical world and wins Hovenden's praise for it, Danforth 
cannot quite enter Owen's realm of vision. 
Even Annie's prying into his incomplete mechanism 
.... 
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does not rob OWen of his hope·. It takes Hovenden• s ·an-
nouncement of her marriage to smash his illusions. The 
. 
idol topples. In bis usual manner of thinking, however, 
'o ~ 
OWen elevates Annie to an image higher than realitye The 
. 
-
religious~ imagery is closely packed: "He· had persisted \ 
-=::.::.:::.:.: . ..::.::.:--·--_--_---_- - -- .::. in connecting -all his-- dr.e.am.s. .. of artistical success·-W<i~tb----=~-.. ---:------
... 
Annie I s image; she was the visible shape in which the 
spiritual power he worshipped, and on whose altar he hoped 
t0 1 lay a not unworthy offering, was made manifest--· to him" 
~ ( 523). 
Annie holds the same relation to OWen•s spiritual 
idea as the created butterfly does to his vision. The 
implications of Hawthorne's explicit statement have often 
been overlooked by critics mining for ambiguities. He 
says, "~pe, in the aspect which she wore to bis inward 
vision, was as rnuch a creature of his ov1n as the mysteri-
ous piece of mechanism would be were it ever realized" 
(523). This point needs dilation. Annie is, in effect, 
also one of those creations t·1i th "a di1nrner and fainter 
bea11tyo" Annie, to be.sure, has many faults, but since 
Owen is ''forgetful of the time when she had shown herself 
incapable of any deep response" (522-523), he deceives 
himself. One of the ar·tist 0 s ·tas1cs at this fJoint is to 
realize that any creation drawn from the imagination but 
given external fonn is necessarily subject to earthly 
influences if not earthly imperfection. 
• ..... ,. 
('" ................. . 
The follewing comment has proved troublesome: "on 
the other hand, had he found Annie what he fancied, his 
lot ~:ould have been so rich in beauty that out of 1·ts 
-a 
mere redundancy he might have wrought th·,e beautiful in 
. . 
many a worthier type than he had tb:lled ·ror~- ••• " (523). 
15 
' J .. ' 
·In its context, however, the st·atement- is--undeztstandable-... ·--·· .. ·:···=--··"'.--==··---'-,-··--·---·---·-........ _ .. 
The crux is not what Owen could do if he poss~ssed Annie 
· but rather what Owen could do if he possessed "what he 
fancied." Owen has fancied Annie as a representation of 
spirituality. Had be f'inally captured that "inward 
vision'' ( as he later seizes the "reality" of his vis-ion 
of the butterfiy), his capabilities would have been gre·at. 
The "aspect which she wo:Pe· to his inward vision" was an 
elevation of the earthly to the ideal, an ideal which 
cannot exist on earth. Thus, when Hawthorne speaks of 
the possibilities i,f Ovren \i'ere to secure the Annie of his 
vision, be me1:1·tions the "mere redundancy" of be-auty which 
would result. However, Owen bad such a fantastic image 
of .Annie that, considering her failure to under~rtand him, 
there t·1as no alternative to her fading 11from angel into 
ordinary woman" (523). 
The incident of losing Annie is preparation for the 
final triumph. Annie, like tl1e bu·tter~fly, is the ayinbol 
of the a.rtist 9 s '\lision. She is "snatched away" (523) by 
Danforth just as the baby "made a snatch" at the butter-
\_ 
fly. The differences between the tWo are instructive also. 
' 
.. 
• 
_: 
-
..; 
.. 
Annie in~the flesh is not Owen's creation, though he pic-
tures her as a form of his vision; the butterfly is his 
creation. Annie, therefore, wh.Jle partaking, according to· 
I . • , 
'I 
Romantic doctrine, of the high.er· sphere, 1s basically 
nature. Owen can idealize her in h·is tnind, but since she 
is not his creation, he cannot give this· idealiz·atiog con-
. . . . - . - ... 
crete form. The butterfly, on the other hand, can be 
molded according to the ·artis ~, s vision-e.Ot.,1en can set the 
butterfly in its place between nature and the vision. Art, 
in the form or the butterfly, is nature refined; Annie 
remains merely nature. She cannot satisfy Owen because 
she cannot occupy that middle ground between nature and 
vision which OWen yearns to see materialized. If one 
realizes that Owen's fulfillment will come only through 
materializing his vision, l1is loss of A11nie seems less 
sorrowful and his rinal creation more rewardihg. 
Fittingly, after the fall of his feminine idol, Owen 
turns to a skepticism almost atheistic. He loses hls 
Later, by 1~isi11g 0 high 
enough to achieve the beautiful" (536), he avoids, at the 
destruction of the butterfly, the depression which follows 
the fall of Annie. Once Owen has passed this greatest 
ordeal f)or r1ir11self as an artist, the acceptance of de-
tachment as his fate, he is able to fulfill his early 
promise. Isolation plays no small role in his victory: 
be scores a "solitary triumph" (527). 93 
~-
.. 
.. '-. 
• 
Owen's withdrawal is partially self-inflicted. Be-
Gause he cannot bow/to the materialistic world, he real-
izes that he must work in detachment. After repairing the 
\ 
. ; 
church clock, Owen is commended by the to1t1nspeop1e, and 
. ... ~, trom. Hovenden co1nes an indirect overture to join society, 
materialistic society, if he gets "'rid altogether of [his] 
"' 
nonsensical trash about the beautiful'" (513). OWen !'e-
jects the bid in a bitter denunciation of Hovendeno He 
shows his own determination for isolation by locking "him-
self within his shop" (516). 
Annie is the basis for Fogle's assertion that Owen's 
"isolation is forced upon him, not willed, 1194 for it is 
Annie who leads Owen into disillusionment. For her, Owen 
would conform to society's standards, "•even were it to 
woric at Robert Da11f orth I s forge'" ( .517). Owen might be 
able to car-1~j cut such a promise, but depression would 
inevitably accompany it. Witness his riotous winter. 
Owen, surrounded by his "riotous companions,'' is sociable, 
sensual, and depressed. By his very nature he is doomed 
to lead a lone-ly existence because there is always the 
"lack of sympathy--that contrast between himself and his 
) n~ighbors i'lhich tool{ ai·1ay the restraint or'"t example" ( 521). 
Hawthorne did not see an easy li_fe f'or the isolated 
artist. When Owen returns to society, he is taunted by 
Hovenden, not believed by Annie, belittled by Denf~orth, 
and certainly not fully appreciated by the child. Owen's 
/'t-. 
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butterfly, the creation or an androgynous being, is set 
against the sturdy offspring from sexual intercourse. 
Rudolph von Abele maintains that Owen "com-uses [ crafts-
manship with reproductionl, and seeks to become a god by 
... 
. ··- ·~-~--· ·-
a sort of hermaphroditism which is a defiance of Annie 
- . 
· -· - ·--- --- ----- as a giver of life. u95 The same could be said, of course, 
about the creator of any individual art work which is 
compared with life. 
·: Owen's creation of a butterfly has occasionally b·een 
considered demeaning. Actually the process is his salve-
' 
tion in more than one way. Though the butterfly is aloof 
from moral problems, there is no implication that Owen 
does not understand the human heart. He intuitively recog-
nizes Annie's secret scorn, but he does not attempt to 
not attempt to employ improper materials to embody his 
vision. His creation is not, like the witch's in "Feather-
top," a grotesque mockery of life. He 11 runs no risk of 
violating the human heart, or losing the respect for the 
sanctity of tl'1e human spirit, as do those 1vl10 imitate the 
human form or delve into human psychology. 1196 
Yet, from his position as an "outsider," Owen has 
something valuable to off er--some tr1ing much n1or~e precious 
than an amazing butterfly. He offers a glimpse into 
eternal beauty, a chance for ordinary mortals to know the 
secret of beauty. By employing the advantages of his 
7.8 
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i1olation, OWen oan present the chance of -renewal for 
those to whom " 1 objects begin to lose their fresfj'ness of 
hue a11d [ their ] • • • souls their delicacy o.f perception'" 
(529). 
It matters 11 ttle that this nd_octrine, • • .• would seem 
. -- --
to be out of accord with Hawthornews more frequent view 
as a Jacksonian democrat that the artist gains power by 
expressing himself in harmony with the sentiment of the 
•uninstructed multitudeo,n97 The democratic view of the 
artist is certainly less profound and bas less psycholog-
ical validity than the view expressed in "The Artist or 
the Beautiful." The democratic concept of the artist is 
more sociological than psychological because it places 
emphasis upon the .function of the artist. While Hawthorne 
is concerned with f'unction, he is also deeply concerned 
with the artist's psychology. He struck a sensitive nerve 
for the artist (a nerve which would be frazzled by mid-
twentieth century when it became an entrenched cliche) 
when he wrote: "To persons .whose pursuits are insu.+ated 
' 
from the common business of life--who are either in 
advance of mankind or apart from it--there often comes a 
sensation of moral cold that makes the spirit shiver, as 
if it had reached the frozen solitudes around the pole. 
the poet, the rerormer, the criminal, 
·or any other man with human yearnings, but separated from 
the multitude by a peculiar lot, might feel, poor Owen 
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The best, however, that Owen canJexpect from Annie is' 
t'bat she can mediate "between strength and beauty" (527). 
His gift--and it 1s a true gift--~annot be fully appreci-
·ated: : ''He knet-1 that the· v.1orld, and Annie as the repre-
· ..... ---~------ ·- sentative of the world, whatever praise might b~ bestowed» 
could never say the fitting word nor feel the fitting 
sentiment which should be the perfect recompense of an 
artist ~rho, symbolizing a lofty mo1~a1 by a material 
trifle • • • had won the beautiful into his handiwork• 
(532). Owen nobly displays his refusal to debase his 
work: he will not announce the monetary value of the 
butterfly to those persons such a disclosure "would have 
satisfied ••• that the toil of years had been worthily 
besto1-1ed 11 (533). Owen's ref'usal illustrates that he bas 
'·· 
' 
no desire to descend to ·t11e level of' his audience for 
cheap applause, easy friendship, or physical companionship. 
He is set apart from others, but there is satisfac-
tion. \fuile I-iovenden has a "scorn.ful laugh" (535), -v1hile 
Annie "lie:l1tl:r0 laugl1s ( 51[)), and Danforth has an ''uproar 
of laughter11 (511), Owen's pleasure is less boisteroos, 
' 
more enduring, and more meaningful. 99 OW9n throughout 
the s to1'lfy r1ever breaks in·to letUf\h ter., but by tl1e end be 
bas achieved "a smile of sunshine • • • steeped in such 
depth of truth that it was almost sadness" (528). Owen 
comprehends the inexplicable mingling of' ple~sure and 
·; 
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sadness that is life, and this comprehenslon gives him 
-
the ab:l.li ty to look ''pla~i.d1,:y_ at t,Jl1at -seen1ed the ruin or 
his life's labor; and which was yet no ruin" (535; italics 
added). \• 
• 
Millicent Bell states without qualification that "it 
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pers·ons--his scholars, rerormers, scientists, artists--
that •• /~ they discover that in perfecting tl1eir gifts 
( J. 100 
I 
they hav~ _:turned their hearts to stone o u This is no,,~ 
true of ~en, for the butterfly is a gift of love, a ·'" \ "· 
belated bridal gift which he sacrifices (he had, after l 
all, risen to his vision, and, if mere self'-interest had 
been his ~uide, be need not have offered up the butterrly) 
and which he will not discredit by a price tag. Owen com-
ments, " 1 Thou bast gone forth out of thy master• s heart'" 
(53.5) to indicate perhaps that the butterfly is not alto-
gether a product of a sterile intellect. Miss Bell tramps 
heavily upon the creation, however, when she asserts, "The 
butterfly ••• is the work oI' idealism, but not of human 
1 ulOl oveo She is right, of course; Annie's baby is the 
work of human love. Yet the butterfly is a gift of love, 
though normal "human love," .!.•!:.•, sexual intercourse, is 
-~ ~,,,-
not its crea"'cing force. If a11ything., its rnotivatin~-- force 
is even more elemental-~the vague renewing force of nature 
and enough love for others to aid them in refreshing their 
own perception. A. N. Karl bas so accurately diagnosed 
l. 
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i the situation that his words are worth reproduction here: 
, ' 
[Isolation] 1a not. willfully sought but it is inevitably 
incurred. Hawthorne, however, saw in art itself the true 
,, 
answer to tbis·dilemma. Art could be a form of comnrunion 
without conformity., a means of., re1naining true to one I s 
spiritual and artistic vision without divorcing onesel:t· 
from • the magnetic chain of human! ty. 1 For what makes 
people cease 1 to partake of the universal throb' is not 
physical isolation but ap1r1 tual coldness, while .art is 
based upon human sympathies antl is thus an expression of 
one's otherwise unestablished relation with the com..munity. 
We knov1 that writins fiction was Hai-1tl101~ne' s own atte1npt 
• • • •to open an intercourse with the world. 1 ~ie can say 
the same of.Owen Warland, since after his rejection by 
the world, it is his art which saves him from the dis-
integrating sense of alienation. The artistic impulse 
itself is reawakened in him by his sympathy ror nature 
and spiritually sustained by his love for Annie. More-
over~, al ti1ough she has t-u1')11ed him dotm and al tr1ougl1 he is 
aware that 'the world, and Annie as the representative 
of the world' will never fittingly appreciate his artifact, 
it is for her and for her world that he fashions it and 
it is to them that he finally orfers it. 102 
,I OWen 1 a iaolation cannot be construed as happiness. 
Hawthorne was too familiar with the human heart to suggest 
. '"' ' -- - ·.-_ .... 
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that. OWen has succeeded in trans~erring the brunt ot 
t. 
the final materielistd.c attack to the butter£ly. It is, 
,. , 
in part, what Richard Harter Fogle calls-it, "a scape-
goat, the price of his freedom, 0 and Owen's isolation 
occurs., in pa.rt, because for OWen 11 -the creation of. the · 
Beautiful seems to be cont.ingent upon the severing of the 
artist from normal channels of happiness. 11 103 But, after 
all, Owen's fate and his pursuit are art, not happiness. 
Earthly damnation and spiritual blessing often fall upon 
the Romantic artist. Hawthorne simply notes, "It was his 
fortune, good or 111, to achieve the purpose of his 
lite" ( 527) • 
The artist and the domestic drudge both have places 
in the total connnunity. Donald A. Hinge has concisely 
noted the relationship between the tivo f'actions of society: 
The ideal beoo1nes [ OWen' s ] reality, but in his achievement 
he has cut himself off from the kind of social intercourse 
that }:1atthew and Hannah sou~ht as thair hlgl1est good ••• 
A world of Matthews and Hannahs ••• would b~ a stagnant 
one, for lire like theirs provides little scope for the 
human spirit. To pursue the course of Owen i·Iarland, how-
ever, incurs a state of isolation and rejection by the 
world that only a few can survive. Most men, of course, 
, are torn between the two ••• much of life is a compromise 
' between the demands of the individual hu1nan spirit seelcing 
its ideal in isolation and those or society that always 
, 
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tey to draw him back to coimnunlon with men. B·o~h are 
legitimate demands of life 9 and the thinking man must be 
aware both of what his pursuit can achieve, and the price 
. . 
be must pay ror it.104 
oven can transcend the mechanical. He can vanquish 
time. He cannot escape isolation. In the first two 
struggles, Owen passes through violent ups and downs, but 
manages, nevertheless, to move toward his final victories. 
In the last, his course is wobbly and uncertain. He at-
tempts to avoid isolation until his deception by Annie 
ends~ Then he changes tack and moves toward acceptance 
and good use or his inevitable detachment. This new 
strategy is the sour·ce of Miss Bell 1 s confusion about 
Head-Heart divisions. She feels that Hawthorne employs 
the standard psychological split "ambiguously" because 
"owen 1va:rland seems at first to be the sookesman of Heart • 
.. 
• • • Yet Owen's fate indicates that he has chosen ••• 
to pursue the isolate aims of the Head. t! l05 Trying to 
label Owen a creature of either the Heart or Head is un-
rewarding because be is at first drawn toward the demands 
of the Heart (modiried by his intellectual work on the 
machine and his spiritualization of Annie), and then he 
moves toward pursuits of the Head (modified by a continu-
, 
ing concern for the perceptions of humanity and Annie) • 
.. 
This is not ambiguity, but it is more subtle than the 
simple Head-Heart dichotomy can explain • 
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OWen• a journey into isolation 11 oondi tioned by his 
continuing interest in his fellow men, but even Owen could 
agree t~1i th r~iss Bell tl1a t l'1e is r01r1a1.,ded by a 11melancholy 
106 triumph." ~et this is not new insight. Ha1-1thorne re-
"' . ports that OWen had "a momentary light of triumph in his 
~ 
eyes and a smile of sunshine, yet steeped in such depth 
of thought that it was almost sadness" (528). This phrase 
evokes, even more effectively than Miss Bell's, the mix-
ture or happiness and sadness whicb·marks OWen•s acceptance 
of isolation. 
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CHAPTER V 
The Vision of the Artist 
.. 
~ Lighting is. extremely important in "The Artist of the 
Beautiful." It is puzzling that Walter Blair, who studied 
.,, •--;? .. rt-·, ,, .• , ,, •. , . 
ligh·ting in Hat'7thorne v s i-Jorlca, could pas·s ovei~ such a rich 
107 
mine without notice. In an attempt to analyze imagery 
of light, one runs the risk of' red11.oing t·he story to 
"glittering fragments" or alternately of breaking a but-
terfly upon a wheel. Yet one need not hesitate, as Henry 
James did in assessin·g early Hawthorne sketches, to l?ring 
critical machinery to bear upon the problem because the· 
108 
imagery can st~pport the heavi-es t new-critical burden. 
Imagery of' light impinges upon all parts of 01-1en• s 
artistic education--upon his struggles with time and the 
practical world, upon his isolation,. and, most signifi-
cantly, upon his angle of vision. If, as Millicent Bell 
and Richard Harter Fogle suggest, Hawthorne set up a 
thesis, then placed it in a fictional setting to test it, 
the accepted Romantic dogma about the relation of an art 
work is affirmed by the imagery of light. It, unlike 
Hawthorne's Notebook statements, is comparatively un-
J 
ambiguous. Only inconclusively could one cite, for ex-
ample, Har1thorne' s ren1ark tt'lo yearn before the publication 
of "The Artist of the Beautiful" that n I am half convinced 
that the reflection is indeed the reality, the real thing 
which Nature imperfectly images to our grosser sense. At 
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an, rate, the disembodied ahadow is nearest to the aoul. n109 
Since he was only "half convinced," the phrase cannot be 
admitted as sturdy evidence for an~r case. Ho1t1ever., it 
,t) 
pro·v·okes.· .ratb.er than· discourage studies as ·the ro.1-
lowing. 
The tale begins and ends in comp.arative darkness. The· 
opening scene is set in ''the gloom of the cloudy evening'' 
(504) through which old Hovenden and Annie wander until 
their attention is drawn to Owen's light. At the end, the 
''tremulous radianceu of the butterfly is 1")educed to "glit-
tering fragments" (535). Periods of sudden darkness 
punctuate the story and are an essential part of OWen•s 
quest for the beautirul. 
Hawthorne is subtle, and sometimes cleverly ironic, 
in his lighting for the stofY• His distinction in the 
nature of the light which surrounds the characters in 
"The Artist o:f the Beautift11° form part of l1ls technique 
for characterizationo Light, first of all, sharpens the 
contrast between the dreamer Warland and the powerful Dan-
forth. As might be expected for the microscopic magician, 
Owen tvorks i11 u the concentra ~ted lus t:t"je of a shade la111p 11 
(504), concentrated» Patricia Moyer claims, to indicate 
110 
concentrated power. This definite, clear-cut il-
lumination for delicate worl{ is irmnediately juxtaposed 
with more diffuse, less regular light. In Danforth 1 s 
abop,_ great power emanates from the light "now blazing 
I LI 
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up Uld t-1.iuminating the big.b and dusky roof'. and ncrr con• 
r·1ning 1 ts lustre to a narrow preci~ct of the coal-strewn 
floor" (.505). Against the s·mallness of. 01-1en' s light is 
- - -- ···· ·----~t-- the dynamic, see-mirigl-y inexhaustible illumi-nation-· ot 
-
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the vagueness of unenclosed space" ( 505). Furthermore, 
Danforth is tt enveloped in the myriads of sparlrs 0 created 
by his hammer blows. With such a commanding figure as the 
, smithy in his huge cavern compared with the puny artisan 
in his tiny shop, it is not difficult to see t~r1y a reader 
like f.lillicent Bell, seeking to_ discredit Owen, would 
agree with Peter H0 venden's judf)llent: "'Give me a worker 
in iron after all is S9id and-done'" ( 506). Hai-1thorne, 
however, does not allol~ Danforth such an easy victory. 
The author adds a twist in the imagery ap the conclusion 
of the allegory-(and, as we shall see, presses heavily 
upon the incredible stupidity of the smithy, monolithic 
·~ 
in both his stature and the nature of his· mentality). 
Strongman Danforth, earlier the controller of the savage 
fire through the "vast leathern lungs'' of the bellows, 
has not been tamed by the fire of the hearth in his 
"fireside circle." Hawthorr1e cannot resist having his man 
of iron 11 attempered 11 (527). In humorous contrast, words 
from Dar1fo1~t11 1 s O}!n molltJJ elevate 0~1en to a God--like 
position, for he feels that nd 1 " 1 mortal bas skill enough 
to make a butterfly'" (530). This fits into Hawthorne's 
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. general pattern of enhancing Owen• s stature and of making. 
Owen equal to, if not greater than, the,smithy. For 
examples, 'tihen Owen c·alls. · Da rt'orth an " 1 earthly giant' " 
~·(511), Hawthorne says of Owen himself· in the succeeding 
. w • 
paragraph tbat-his "look.of horror" is "as· impress1.v;e 
as those of a gisn"'t ·farould have been." Owen recognizes 
that he must,,equal the ·smithy. At one point, he vows, 
"• I, too, will be strong i'n my own way. I will not yield 
to him' u (511). Unf'ortur1ately., since his education must 
yet be completed, he fails to fulfill his p~omise im-
mediately. Parallel to Danrorth 1 s showering sparks into 
the darkness is the "sparkle or two, as of stardust 
[which] floated do't\rnward and lay· glimmering on the 
., ., , 
., ( 535) • .L.J. ..1.. carpet· 
More significant, however, is the change of cosmic 
imagery. Danforth t~orked within seemingly "unenclosed 
space," but it is the creation into which Owen has poured 
his soul which Hawthorne heavily underscores by stellar 
imagery. Not only does the butterfly have its own 
radiance, but i·t also creates a nstarry gleam0 (530); it 
has "a gleam of starlight [ and] • • • a halo round about 
it" (534). Indeed, the butterfly, if unobst~ucted by its 
earthly environment, "might have soared into the sky and,, 
grown i2nmortal" (535). 
. 
Comparing the butterfly .to a stellar body also 
creates an ironic turn for one or Peter Hovenden•s opening 
i . 
•\. 
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-- statements. Hovenden comments, " 1 He [ owen] would turn the· 
' 
aun out of its orbit and derange the whole course of time'" 
(505). ·· By the conclusion of the allegory 9 Ot,1en has, in 
effect, almost rivaled the sun with his creation. So 
strong is the radiance of the butterfly that "it positively 
threw the little fello-v1 9 s shadow back agair.tst the wall" 
(534)0 Imagery of the brilliance and radiance of Owen's 
creation is closely allied with the traditional associ-
ation of the sun with time-keeping devices. Annie Hovenden 
prophesies at the opening of the story, "' Ot-Jen is inventing 
a new kind of timekeeper'" (504), and Peter follows with 
a suggestion that Owen would overthrow the course of the 
we have seen earlier, Owen's battle is a struggle against 
time. By the conclusion of the tale, Owen's "spirit 
possessed itself in the enjoyment of the reality" (536). 
That 11 realityn is, as Ji.iorse Peckham discusses trJe concept 
generally, the belief in the innnutable neo-Platonic Ideal 
which a Romantic attempted to see through the flux of 
' 
matter and the glorious diversity of imperfection. Once 
Qwen complained that his "'percept:lon'" had been "'ob-
' scured'" by Danforth.(512). At last he captures the 
eternal ideal in his mind, and this is his victory ovel' 
time. 
In addition to deepening the contrasts between Owen 
and his antagonists and indicating the struggle against 
..., l -
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time, the sun perYade1 the ator1 in yet other ways. The 
sun as a symbol of time becomes oppressive for the artist, 
but .as a symbol of the practical it is the giant cauldron· i 
from which Oiien mt1st ga tl1er his rnat;erial to· be fasl1ioned 
bl accord.a11ce with his vision. The solar imagery helps to - - -•-- -------~ ---------
reflect the "trans.cendental philosophy [which] adopted 
the ••• flattering neo-Platonio view that the artist 
refashions Nature into art in the same way that God 
creates, achieving an ideality even superior to Neture•s."112 
The sun as symbol represents both oppressive time and the 
material world of life I s comrnonplaces a Cha.racterist:1.cally, 
Hawthorne gives an indication of the variations he will 
.. h,... s-1 ... .,,.. ... _._1-..0, 
" Q . V cu. g J .llJlr.l J. t ......... an'""'o.,.._,.,. ... -- ···h" -h will V L J. O.L .a.·~ua \I..LUJ..1 ff J.L \,;;' 
be effected upon the sun as time is suggested by the 
author's statement that Owen "cared no more for the measure--
ment of time than if it had been merged into eternity" (508). 
mt-...1- -2- .!l..'-- "--- 1 - --.L ,__,&. ___ .J...L- --.L-'-.L.· L- must transf rm 
.LlJ.&.o .Lil u1Jei llttt.11\. .:,c:; 1., Ut,.L OJ,·t, v.lJt, tt.L·t,.t.:s 1.,. tJC O 
the teinporal into the timeless. The second artistic task 
is closely related: he must create a near-ideal from the 
imperrect material which nature has furnished. He must 
create ua beauty t}1at should attain to the ideal which 
Nature has proposed to hersel:f in all her creature·s, but 
bas never taken the pains to realize" ( .524). 
Light imagery plays a major role in presenting the 
position of art .. 113 In "The Artist of the Beautiful, 11 
Hawthorne's views harmonize with those of the Romantics 
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who strove "to synthesize two great dualisms: the 
dichotomy between matter and sp1r1.t, between the con-. 
scious and the unconscious, and the gap between various 
realms of' nature, particularly beti.-1een a11imal and man. 
Bronson Alcott thought that the gulr between mind and 
. . . .
 114 
matter could be bridged by spiritualiz1ng matter." 
·.1 
In terms of sun imagery, Hovenden•s advice to Owen dur-
ing the a1?tist' s nays or relative conformity to the 
Hovenden norm indicates most clearly the contrast be-
' 
tween the practical, as exemplified in the old watch-
maker, and the impractical, embodied in Owen. He coun-
sels the---artist to abandon his "nonsensical" project and 
his " 1 success in life [ would be] as sure as daylight'" 
(513). Hovenden1 s idea of success is, of course, ~overned 
by the strictest rules of convention 9 conformity, and 
hard-headed materialism. The connection of success with 
daylight is therefore unattractive to the artist. -It is, 
in fact., injurious. \fuen Otven lifts his face n to the 
light of day, a cold, dull, nameless change was perceptible 
upon it" (512). Daylight, then, is the normal plodding 
routine which Hovenden so admires. Hawthorne skillfully 
inverted traditional associations. The sun, usually a 
creative, life-giving force, is transformed into a dead-
ening .power. The irony of the- old man's advice is heavy, 
Actually OWen "succeeds 11 in a.n inverse proportion to his 
obedience to Hovenden•s advice. The work of the artist 
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during the day marks his periods or dereat; his work at 
night brings artistic ad·vancement. Hawthorne nudges 
the reader into realization of this irony by his state-
93 
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. . · men_t: "Daylight to· the morbid sensibility of [ Owen• s] 
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mind seemed to have an intrusiveness €hat interfered with 
' 
his pursuits" (516). Owen's goal is to turn time upside-
down, to make it meaningless~ For this reason, he works 
at night, removed from the connnonplace daylight and the 
practical i~orld. Night is especially conducive to the 
white magic he practices. His light has a ''sharp dis-
··· tinctiveness" (517) because the limits of the world into 
which he withdraws for artistic creation must be clearly 
defined. Tl1e intrusion of Danforth or either of the 
Hovendens into that world brings agitation and a setback 
in his work. 
' 
After Owen has been reinspired by the butterfly which 
flies before him as be drinks, artistic success lies 
nearer than ever. He is perf arming "unseasonable toil" 
(.521), a good sign for one who strives to annihilate time., 
even thougl1 it causes further isolation from .the towns-
people, who think him mad. At this point, however, Owen 
bas one important lesson yet to learn about artistic 
endeavor. He still believes that he can create without 
isolating himseli'. The crushing blow of Annie's ~ngage-
ment is needed to complete his education, to teach him 
that the artist is, almost by definition, an outsider. 
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The problem of isolation is bound up wi t_h the problem 
. . 
ot employing the everyday world as inspiration but trans~ 
·aending it through artistic imagination.· At this point,> 
·Hawthorne says that Oi-1en "possibly • • • bad caught just 
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s·o mttch of ethereal- 1~ad:tance as served to bewild~1~ 11im, 
in an earthly sense, by its intermixture with the co:millon 
daylighttt (521). The "daylight" is, of course, practical 
ma te,:iiialiszn. Because tl1e netriereal radiance" ( an int:l.1na--
tion or the ideal) is combined with the workaday, the 
' 
artist is confused. To be successful, he must extract 
this semi-ideal ''radiancen from the commonplace. As 
Rudolph von Abele notes, "The creative process for War-
land is one of generalization from a multitude of per-
cepts of imperfect individuals to a notion of the perfect, 
115 
and typical individual." Close cormnunion i,1ith human-
ity, represented by the townspeople, Danforth, Annie, and 
Hovenden, hinders his search. Danforth, for example, 
"•darkens and confuses the spiritual element'" (511; 
italics added) in Owen. 
In connection with "ethereal radiance," Hawthorne's 
diction has considerable interest. As a boy, Owen sup-
posedly passed tl1rough "a net#1 development of tbe love of 
the beautiful • • • which was as completely refined from 
all utilitarian coarseness as it could have been in either 
of the fine arts'' ( 507). The image o:f refining is 
purifying, elevating. Owen's task throughout the story 
•I, 
-
. ' 
,, 
la purification, "converting what was earthly to spiritual 
goldn (532). This purification has its most -refined form 
in "ethereal radiance," a light image which has ramifiea-
:"J;i.qns :throughout; the tal~.- : __ N1i1ture 9 s butterfly, for ex-
Slllple, is commissioned to "recall him to the pure, ideal 
life that had so etherealized him among men" (520). Owen 
is aware of his real stren~th when he admits that he has 
n I a fin.er., more ethereal polver, of which this earthly 
giant can have no conception''' (511). Even the ideal 
butterfly lives in an "ethereal domain" (516). Hurt by 
Annie's failure to understand his work and her threat to 
put the incomplete machine into motion, Owen lapses into 
riotous 11 ving 1 His balance bas been disturbed: 111-lhen -
the ethereal portion of a man of genius is obscured, the 
earthly part assumes an influenc.e the more uncontrollable, 
because the character is now thrown off the balance to 
which Providence bad so nicely adjusted it, and which, in 
coarser natures, is adjusted by some oJGher 1nethod" (5'19). 
Though tl,1e "ethereal" at this point bas been overshadowed, 
·-
. 
the "radiance" shows that OWen at the conclusion of the 
tale has been successful. The tremulous "radiance" of 
,;.i 
the butterfly is repeated again and again (529, 534, 535). 
It .is stated clearly that "the ethereal instincts with 
which its master's spirit had endowed it impelled this 
fair vision involuntarily to a higher sphere 0 (535; 
italics added). The butterfly, then, has both the ethe-
I ... 
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real and radiant qualities necessary in capturing the 
ideal. 
Yet Hawthorne's allegory has even greater depth. One 
,might react to the identification of daylight with the 
"'~ l 
commonplace by objectir1g., "But the butterfly is a:n insect 
. 
which flies only during the day. Owen even calls it a 
'child of the sun• (520). If Owen's creation is to be an 
ideal, why should he fashion it in the image of a creature 
surrounded by---=even tied to~-the symbol, of the., practical 
and temporal?" 
' We may ignore the associations of both 
the sun and the butterfly with a gold color and proceed 
to the meaning of this allegorical relationship. The al-
legory is important because it helps to separate OWen 
from Danforth. Owen is not altogether unique in working 
at night. Danforth's forge, one will recall, was also 
open at night. 
When Hawthorne first shows OWen chasing butterflies 
in the sunshine, he makes it perrectly clear that moving 
' 
about in the realm of the practical does not imply any 
116 
subservience to the commonplace. Owen displays the 
same cavalier attitude toward the sun as he does to"tt1ard 
the clocks: "He wasted the sunshine, as people said" 
(515) e Through his 11 t·1as·te, n Oiven demo11strates both his 
unconcern for Hovenden'a practicsl success "•as sure as 
daylight'"·· and his neglect of time.. The butterfly, though 
it moves about beneath the sun, is only an object of 
96 · 
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inspiration. It is just-one of the three types of butter-
flies involved in the tale. The real butterflies which 
Owen eagerly contemplates are not free from time or the 
:\ 
,,. 
practical ti-1orld. The butterfly which Owen will create in 
- . -"- -- ···-· .... -.... - ~ •. ,,.-... • •·· •' .. •-·· •.. ,, . . --··· ....... ... ....... ----- ........ -- .. ····--.:i-.1:1•:-·~ ... ~--..... ~,-"" .•. .n,..,. ........ . 
· his mind t'1ill be unlimi tad by spatial and temporal bounds._ 
The butterflJ he will create in material will fall prey 
to time, but it will embody the traits of the ideal in 
bis mind. 
In his second quest of the butterfly, after his wine-
drenched hiatus, Owen "it might be fancied • • • went 
forth to seek this spirit in its sunny haunts" (520). 
However, Owen never attempted to create under the rays of 
the sun. In a sense,· he recollected the image of the 
117 butterfly in tranqu111ty. The relationship between 
the material butterfly, OWen•s mind, and the sun is im-
portant. "The first step necessary in artisti~ creation," 
Robert Kimbrough notes, n is the full exercise of intel-
lectual power in the analysis of actual material flux and 
118 
fact, be 1 t butterflies • • • ( orl birthmarko" The 
artist's mind operates, in effect, like a highly selective 
mirror. From the imperfect natural material the artist 
creates an ideal neo-Platonic image. This image he molds 
into an objective form iihich can be viev1ed by the 1:.,-orld •. 
This final created image, however, is subject to the 
ravages of humanity though the artist's idea is eternal. 
Hawthorne summarizes the process neatly: "Alas that the 
r 
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artist, whether in poetl'J, or whatever other material, may 
not content himself v.rith the intiard enjoytnent; of the 
beauti~ul, but must chase the flitting mystery beyond tbe 
v~_~ge ___ o_f_ p~s ethe_re~_l _d~main, ~d crush 1 ts frail being 
in seizing it with a material grasp. Owen llarland· felt 
the imp11lse to give e·xternal reality to bis ideas as ir-
resistibly as any or the poets or painters who have arrayed 
the world in a dimmer and fainter beauty, imperfectly 
copied rrom the richness of their visionsn (516). 
This theory of artistic creation is suggested by the 
ultimate manipulation of light imagery. We have already 
discussed the artist's extraction of the ideal beauty from 
the cornrnonolace. It remains to be seen how the artistic 
... 
vision is translated to the third stage in terms of light 
imagery. First, one might note that the journey of the 
boy on the ebony box, which Owen presents to Annie in the 
final scene, is the story of Owen• s development: "He 
ascended from earth to cloud to celestial atmosphere, to 
win the beautiful" ( .529). Earlier 9 when Oi...ren chased summer 
butterflies, his actions corresponded to those of the boy 
on the box: "lfuen [the butterfly] took flight his eyes 
followed the winged vision, as if its airy track would show 
the path to heaven" (521). The box, both \vomb and coffin 
for the dramatic rebirth of Owen's creation, is made of 
ebony; the black wood perhaps represents the background of 
night in which OWen struggled to attain his vision, or 
,- f· 
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pert,apa 1~ merely suggests ricbnea-s. The butteri'ly i tselt 
is elevated to a celestial height by the observation: 
"Had its tiings overreached ·the fir"IDame11t t;he mind could 
--~-.not. haYe ... -b.een more ... filled or satisfied" (530). Immediat~ly 
thereafter, Danforth shows his ignorance by connnenting, 
" 
"' Any child may catch a scoFe of them in a sunnner' s after-
noonv O (530). The statement is absurd first of all be-
cause the gathering around the fireside occurs on a 
"winter's evening" (527); so, thoug~Danforth's explana-
tion might be valid c1u1~ing the surrmer, during the winter 
119 
its logic is less than reliable. The second fault in 
Danforth' s reasoning is made even more apparent wl1en 
Hawthorne clarifies the light imagery surrounding Owen's 
creation. The butterfly could not be captured on a "sum-
mer' s afternoon" because this butterfly is a -nocturnal 
creature. Owen has reversed the normal time sequence for 
the flight of the butterfly. The soaring spirals of 
Owen's butterfly a1--e 11 • the flight beyond his usual fool-
ery'"., (504) which had been prophesied by Hovenden. But 
poor Danforth could never understand Oi-;en' s accomplish-
ment--he may be trainable, but he is not teachable. Even 
·though Owen had explained quite c~early to him that per-. 
petual motion did not interest him, Danforth persists in 
believing that perpe·tual motion had u v bev1i tci:-ied t" him 
"•out of the remembrance of old times•" (.527). Now, 
still unable to comprehend Owen's work, it is he who is 
I 
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bewitched out or the remembrance of old. times--when he 
encounters the butterfly, he forgets both the season and 
the time of day. . i .. . . 
...... -· ... , "'· 
' The reader knows·~hat the butterrly is to be compared 
to a celestial body and that it r1as. its 01r1n radiance 9 but 
-
not until after Danforth 1 s stupid statement does Hawthorne 
indicate that it has a "starry gleam" (530) and a "gleam 
of starlight., t·1hicl1 ivas its most ethereal attribute" (.534). 
Its movement in spiral curves is like the charted course 
. 
of a heavenly body. OWen•s creation, indeed, rivals the 
creation of God. Angt1s Fletcher surveys the use of star 
imagery in allegory and. notes that "astral imagery • • • 
displays the highest degre·e of symbolic 'isolation,' for--
not only are the stars separated from each other, like 
gems in a diadem, but tbey are even n101)e distantly 
separated from man, who must adore and admire from a vast, 
alienating distance. 1112° From this point of view, Owen's 
creation is even more remarkable--he has, in effect, 
broursht heavenly n1ystery and glory within man's reach 
only to have it rejected. 
The translation to the third staise is now complete. 
Nature' s butterfly, a "' c r1:i.ld of the sun., ' n has been 
trans.forn1ed ·tl11~ough Owen I s imagination into a repre-
sentation of tl1e ideal butterfly. Expectedly 1 t bas a 
"dimmer and fainter beauty, imperfectly copied from the 
,! ... 
richness'' of·01r1en 1 s vision. Even so, it is on a higher 
,-, .. ,~ 
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plane then nature• s imperfect butterfly. Danforth is moved 
to exclal1n, " 1 tvell 9 tbat does beat all naturet•'' (532). 
With that exclamation Hawthorne would agree since he notes, 
"A man of r1ner words and nicer perception could not 
,' 
easily have said more" ( . .532). 
. \ , 
That the butterfly is beautiful there is no doubt. 
OWen calls it a success, and it has all the character-
istics necessary for beauty by any standards. It mav be 
.... 
only coincidental that it matches the pattern demanded by 
F.dmund Burke in his eighteenth-century treatise! Philo-
sophical Inquir,: int.o the Origin .Qt Our Ideas g! the Sublime 
and the Beautiful. Nevertheless, it ·is interes~ng that 
he described the beautirul in terms which fit the butter-
fly: 
On the whole, the qualities or beauty, as they are 
merely sensible qualities, are the ~ollowing: First, to 
be comparatively small. Secondly, to be smooth. Thirdly, 
to have a variety in the direction of parts; but, fourth-
ly, to have those parts not angular, but melted, as it 
were., into each other. Fifthly, to be of a delicate 
frame, without any remarkable appearance of strength. -
S,ixthly, to have its colors clear and bright: but ~:ot 
strong and glaring. Seventhly, or i.f it should have any 
glaring color, to have it diversified with others. These 
are, I believe, the properties that operate by nature, and 
,, 
-.~. 
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are leas liable to be altered by caprice or cont'ounded bJ 
di it ft t th Otber. 121 a vers yo as es, ~n any 
• 
On.a of the dangers is, of course, that the butterfly will 
. ' 
be so close to an abstraction of the principles of beau'bJ 
that 1 t ~:ill lose all touch 1tl.i th reality. 
The relation of the butterfly to nature helps, how-
ever, to keep Owen's creation from catastrophic abstrac-
tion; that is, it is not, because of its ties with nature, 
what Carlyle would have cellec1 an II i n1 P. 'tri ~ 1 nn 11 ...... ----- - - _._. _..._,,. __ ,0 Robert , 
Kimbrough comments, "If a work is too imaginary, or ex-
clusively Transcendental, contact cannot be made with 
other minds. If it is too much a pen-and-ink copy of 
actual life, there will be no magnetism, no shock of 
human recognition, no impulse along the magnetic chain 
of humanity. Effective art lies somewhere in between."122 
Owen's butterrly clearly takes its place between nature 
and vision, suggesting botl1 while retaining its own unique 
characteristics as a successful work or art. Sweeping 
across· the broad ranp;e of Hal4tborne 1 s works, Harry H. 
Clark observes that, for Hawthorne, "imagination needed 
to be balanced by reasonableness, warmth of heart, and a 
"i123 
vigilant respzct ~or actualityg' Owen's butterfly is 
reasonable though not utilitarian, the product of a still 
warm heart though not of a consuming sensual passion, and 
•• a semblance or nature though not naturalistic. It lies in , 
.. 
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that middle ground between the natural and the spiritual 
world which Owen at first yearned to see brouggt to fru-
1 tion in Annie. Its "magnetism'' is a result of 1 ts 
location between opposites. / Magnetism, Roy R. Male ob-
serves., may cause t.1s "to thinl{ of vari,ous electro:magneti.o 
devices. But Warland does not refer to the physical 
phenomena; he has rejected the mechanical contrivances 
., 
of others as 'mere impositions.' What he means is that 
bis work of art has become vital through a.typically 
magnetic reconciliation of opposites, the major poles 
124 being spirit and matter." This too is part of Owen's 
triumph: his lapses from visionary into banal activities 
record not only his spiritual death and rebirth but also 
his growing knowledge or matter and spirit gained through 
his wild fluctuations from one realm to the other. The 
dualism of matter and spirit pervades the artist as well 
as the art work. I~ one wishes, he can picture OWen as 
a "Goethean conception • • .• [with] two souls residing 
in man's breast, the one clinging to the things of the 
earth, the other striving t~ attain its supersensual 
. 12.5 
.origins." By his placidity at the time of the butter-
fly's deRtructioni Owen demonstrates that by reconciling 
matter and spirit in the butterfly he has stabilized 
himself and has rendered himself innnune to the excita-
. " bility and flux which formerly plagued hime At the con-
: ; 
~. 
clusion or the story, Annie and Robert Danforth are the 
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onea who are unsettled. Hawthorne "takes pains to con-
... 
. I • 
traat the arti-r:1t 9 s earlier exci·te1.bility vJith a new self-
possession on attainment and insight; Annie and her 
husbend,~-"however, now betray doubt, naivete, and limited 
imagination. 11126 
,. 
The light :fPem· tbe created butterrly serves as an 
indicator of the amount of appreciation and understanding 
it receives from each of the characterso Neither Annie 
nor her husband is completely hostile toward the butter-
fly, ·though the first is slightly scornful and the latter 
is belittling. When, however, the gross Hovenden nears 
"? 
the creature, its brilliance fades. The butterfly, having 
· been transferred to the child's finger, gains radiance, 
then loses it, like a meteor that has fallen into the 
earth's atmosphere: "Its lustre.gleamed upon th~ ceiling; 
the exquisite texture of its wings brushed agai~t that 
earthly mediu,.~; and a sparkle or two, as of stardust, 
-
floated fluttering down" (535). The butterfly cannot re-
turn to the artist. In a last bid for appreciation, it 
attempts to return to the child. It is crushed into 
"glittering fragments, 11 destroyed by the world of time 
and human misunderstandi~. Yet Owen retains the real-
ity, the reality of his vision, and he has a n1emory,the 
remembrance of a successful though misunderstood Romantic 
art work. ·1 
\ 
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CHAPTER VI 
Conclusionr 
,,,. 
( 
, Hawthorne concludes ''The Artist of the Beautiful'' with 
' 
a moral: "ivhen the artist rose high enough to achieve the 
. 
. 
beautiful, the symbol by which he made it perceptible to 
mortal senses became of little value in his eyes while his 
spirit possessed itself in ·the enjoyment of the reali tyn 
(536). The moral is not heavily ironic, but it 1~ tinged 
with sadness: for Owen is a Romantic artist, but not 
necessarily a perfect Romantic artist. He follows his 
own bent, and his work is perfect in its kind. Yet the 
isolation he incurs, though desirable for his art, is not 
des~--~,-~-~ ~~a .L .&: tl U .&. IC .L V .a. LJ .L u h~"?leni ty • Even so, the isolation is 
not complete--bis eventual calm movement in the society 
of the Danforth-Hovenden family and the relation of the 
butterfly to nature save him from being a totally-removed 
outcast. Hawtbo:Pne ~~11l"'~P.. ---·--, .e.l • - - ~ h 1° -- ..... t • ~" ly l l.!1! ! ;:..: _!fl. t::::n • "l i·c:i 
commendable. Ot~en tvas nfull of) little petulances" (510), 
which, though standard for an artist, need hardly be 
applauded. 
Admitting Owen's quirks, however, does not turn the 
tale into an anti-Romantic tract. The movement is 
straightforward ·despite the irony which Hawthorne 
sprinkles over all the· characters--perhaps giving an 
unequally large share to Danforth and Hovenden. The 
ironies on both sides have the effect of canceling one 
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another out., serving the all,egorioal framework, and· al-
lowing it to move forward unimpededo 
127 Hawthorne, like 
Emerson's confectioner, bas concocted a story ~1th one 
Romantic artist, one hearthside goddess, one b~ute Vulcan, 
,' 
' 
. . 
one Father Time, and one combination of t·be three materi-· 
alist~tc characters. Despite Cil?l tic al attempts to anchor 
the characters in a real world, they will always slip off 
into the never-never land to which they rightfully be-
long. "The apparent s1.1r-face realism of an allego1')Jical 
agent,'' Angus Fletcher correctly observes, ''will recede 
in importance as soon as be is felt to take part in a 
magical plot, as soon as his causal relations to others 
in that plot are seen to be magically based. This is 
an important point because there has oft·en been confusion 
as to the runction of the naturalist detail of so much 
126 
allegory." Hawthorne has constructed a microcosm in 
which abstractions can float freely, in which two ideas 
of reality, spiritual and materialistic, can be opposed 
to eac~ other with great authorial control. 
Hawthorne could not recorr.anend Owen's life as the 
ideal any more than Thomas Mann could reconnnend the 
alienation of Tonio Kroger as the ideal. Yet. it should ., 
be remembered that love for Annie kindled Owen's imagina-
tion and that his final offering is a gift of love. 
Hence, he does not violata the Hawthornian proposition 
.. 
that ''we are but shadows; we are not endov1ed tvith real 
:I 
., 
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life, and all that seems most real about us is but the 
thinnest substance of a dream--till the heart be touched~ 
That touch creates us--then we begin to be--thereby we 
129 
are beings of reality and intieri tors of eternity." 
\ ' 
It may be ·argued that Owen's gift, t!)e butterfly, 
fails to communicate with its audience and is thus de-
valuated. I shall not detail again the partial acceptance 
it receives. Instead, I should like to point to two pas-
sages in the story v1hich 1i-1ould counteract harsh judgment 
for a failure to communicate. Hawthorne remarks that 
"Peter Hovenden shook his head, with the mixture or con-
tempt and indignation which mankind, of whom he was 
partly a representative, deem themselves entitled to 
feel towards all simpletons who seek other prizes than 
the dusty ones along the highway" (515). Later, he adds: 
"The towns-people bad one comprehensive explanation of 
all tbese singularities. Owen Warland had gone madl 
0 
How universally efficacious--how satisfactory, too, and 
soothing to the injured sensibility of narrov1ness and 
dulness--is tl1is easy method of accountinB for whatever 
lies beyond the world's most ordinary scopel" (521). In 
the light of these statements, the difficulties of com-
munication are increased, and the but terfly 1 s con1parative 
fa11·ure to tra11smit its mys 1;ery to others is perhaps 
more honorable than blamable. 130 
Ironies and counter-ironies are part of the excite-
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m.ent or investigating the allegory of "The Artist of the 
Beautiful11 (despite my refusal to tag them with the cur-
·, 
rently popular term am.Q.1!:Q!.~1?,,y, ,Which implies a widespread 
.. 
indecision not p;r.esent in the ~ale). The allegory, I 
. " 
hope, bas been sufficientli examined to illustrate· the 
complexity and subtlety of the work. If one still ob-
jects that the story is too clev~r or too diagra:mmatic, 
be is mo1•e likely to be betraying an aversion to allegory 
than to be leveling d~maginr; criticism at Hawthorne.. I 
had no intention of defending the allegorical form from 
its attackers; if I have defended one of its practitioners 
in one of his stories, I have achieved my more modest 
goal. 
. ' 
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1in.1zabetb Obandler, ! Study of the Sources of th
e 
Tales and Romance~ Writ~en bX ~h~n~& !i!?~hQ!:E~ Be
fore 
·-··· 18~, Smith College.Stud .. i;n 119~.o _Lan
go 9 VII {Julyp 1926), 
p. 62, gives the earliest possible d
ate of composi·tion as 
September, 1842, and the probal:,le date 
of composition as 
April or !JJay, 1844. I see no reason
 to qua!'rel with these 
tentative dates. Some critics argue
 that Hawthorne, so 
happily in love at this time, would 
naturally deprecate 
· 
Owen's failure to capture Annieo Th
e argument is non-
sensical_; "The Artist of the Bea
utiful" i,1as probably 
written shortly after the birth of
 Hat-1tl1or11e' s daughter 
whom he named Una. For others to ma
intain that Haw-
thorne's happiness caused him to con
demn Owen is as fool-
ish as if I should argue that his mi
nd (from the name of 
the baby) was obviously upon Spenser and a
llegory at the 
time of composi ti r •' ... 
2 Bertha Faust, Hawthorne's Contemporan
eous Reput~tion 
(Philadelphia, 1939), p. 61. Poe had harsh adv
ice for 
Hawthorne generally: ''Let him mend 
his pen, get a bottle 
.. of visible inlr, come out from th
e Old Manse, cut Mr. 
Alcott, hang (if possible) the editor of 'Th
e Dial' and 
throw out or the window to the pigs 
a11~bis odd numbers 
of I The North Aine1~1can Review.'" 
The remark appears at 
the conclusion or Poe's essay on "H
awthorne's 'Tales,'" 
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in The Works of F.dg~z: Allan Poe, ed. Edmund Clarence Sted .. 
man and George Edward \\foodberry (Netv York, 1914), VII, 47. 
It is quoted by Faust, P• 59. 
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by examining relationships within a work or art. He would 
'· I . 
agree with Lane that a symbol must be related to a uni-
verse larger than that presented in the fictional work 
because, for a Romantic ar.!cist, ... only ... an .or.g.ani.c 5 .aLm.ost ·-
inscrutable, symbol will adequately suggest the complex-
ity of a complicated, changing universe. Peckham•s con-
clusions disagree, however., t·1ith Lane 9 s statements about 
the significance of' context. Peckham argues that "in al-
legory, a symbolic unit preserves its meaning when taken 
,, 
from its context. The Cave of Error is the Cave of Error" 
(p. 12). Symbolism, on the other hand 9 depends more 
heavily upon context. A symbol is meaningful because it 
is related to all other parts of the work. Peckham ob-
serves that r-1oby Diclr has power as a symbol because of 
Ahab, and that Ahab has power because of Moby Dick. Thus, 
for Peckham, allegory is a one-to-one relationship, and 
symbolism is a one-to-all relationship. Peckham and Lane 
can be brought into an uneasy co1npro1nise by noting that 
the heart of the matter lies in the rigidity of the frame-
work. Allegory is more stable; symbolism is more fluid. 
of symbols upor1 other symbols. Peckham is undotibtedly 
w:rong when he suggests that allegorical elements can 4 
easily be removed from their frameworks. (Though the 
exam1,les of tt1e Cave ,).t' Error and the Red Cross !(night 
perfectly suit Peckham's theory, they do not, as he uses 
_,i· 
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them, adequately illustrate the possible range of allegory. 
The Cave of Error naturally bas meaning outside its con-
text because it carries its significance in its name • 
.,-~a· ----=--·--~~~----·-·--···-A.ll~_gorical elements often lack this handy feature. Fur-
t·herniore, if one considers that the Red Cross Knight is 
·in the l)rocess of defining Holiness by his conflicts, com-
plexities arise for which Peckham's theory does not pro-
vide.) Arlin Turner has also commented briefly upon the 
barrier between allegory and symbolisn1 in Nathaniel Haw-
thorne, p. 122. He separates cold allegory from warmer 
symbolism: "In reoent usage, allegory and symbolism have 
been distinguished with some strictness,~the first being 
taken to designate an equating, in a coldly mathematical 
way, of some quality with an appropriate object or person 
or act, and the second to indicate a ·more dramatic and a 
more richly suggestive relationship between an image and 
the meaning it suggests. 11 
12Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. Edward Waldo 
Emerson and Waldo Emerson Forbes (Boston, 1912), VII, 188. • 
l3symons' quotation is taken from s,tu_(]A~.! in Prose 
and Poetry (New York, 1922), p • .56; \'/inters' from In 
Defense of Reason (New York, 1q!~·t), p. i.57; and 1'1arren 1 s 
from Rage for Order (Chicago, 1948), p. 102. Winters 
stated his basic position in "I1aule I s .Curse: Hawthorne· 
and the Problem or Allegory," Amerio an Review, IX (Sept., 
.-,·. 
. . . 
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1937), 339~364, and it was repeated without major revision 
in Maule' s Cu:r~Jz, ( T,Jorfolk, 1938) 5' and in In Defense of 
Reason. Since the mid-fiities, it has appeared in critical 
?S·-pandbooks. 1'1inters' opinion has gained familiar! ty among 
\ ...... 
readers of Hawthorne, perhaps more because it has been 
often repeated than because it is persuasive. Winters and 
Warren underscore the strong connections between allegory, 
Puritanism, and Sl4edenborgiani sm. \vinters, Defense, p. 
158, notes that 0 the Puri tan vie~.r of life ivas allegorical," 
and tvarren.9 ~Eie ~ pp o <)1-92, compares allegory with the 
"correspondences" of' Swedenborgian theory. 
l4Stearns, The Lif~ and Genius of Nathaniel Hawthorne 
(Boston, 1-914), p. 190; Foster, "Hawthorne's Literary 
Theory, 11 Pl1LA, LVII (t1arch, 1942), 243; Cook, "The De-
velopment of Hatvthorne' s Aesthetic Theories," unpubl. 
thesis (Le11igh U., 1962), p. 4; l·'Iales 1!Hawthorne·1 s Al-
legory of Guilt and Redemption, 11 ESQ, no. 2$ ( IV quarter, 
1961), 17. 
15 Beers, Four Americans: Roosevelt, Hawthorne, Emer-
son, Whitr:1a.12 {Ne~, Haven, 1920), p. 41; Kimbrough, "'Tbe 
Actual and ttie Imaginary 1 : Hawthorne 1 s Concept of Art in 
. Theory and Practice," T~-JA, L (1961), 277-293; Bet-1ley., The 
Cqmpl§~ Fate: 
Americar1 1"Jriters (London, 1952), p. 5·; \vaggoner, Haw-
- =;linfihi11 
/ i· 
thorne: ! Critical Stud~, rev. ed. (Cambridge, Mass., 
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1963), P• 106. Lauriat Lane, "Allegory and Character, 11 
pp. ·13-14, sum.tnarizes o·tl1er critics who either insist 
upon clear-cut distinctions or create hazy boundaries 
between allegory and symbolism. Generally the same con-
flicts outlined in the paragraphs above are apparent. 
p. 5. 
b 
16waggoner, Hawthorne, P• 249. 
17Form and Fable in American Fiction (New York, 1961), 
18
"Hawthorne 1 s Allegory of Guilt," P• 16. 
19Hawthorne's ~ragic Vision (Austin, 1957), p. 14. 
20Mattbiessen, American Renaissance and ExRression 
~ the Age of Emerson and 1fuitman (New York, 1941), p. 
245; Arvin, Hawtbor:r;ie (Boston, 1929), p. 132. 
21Leav1s, "Hawthorne as Poet: Part I, 11 p. 182, is 
quite aware of the beauties which can be contained in 
"mere allegocy." She observes, "Rereading this ivork, one 
is certainly not conscious of a limited and ~evitalized 
talent employing a simple-minded pedestrian technique; 
one is constantly struck by fresh subtleties of organiza-
tion, of intention, expression, and feeling, of original 
psyc11olcgical insight and a new minting of terms to 
convey it, as well as a predominantly dramatic con-
struction."· -~ . 
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2211The Comic Element in Hawthorne's Sketches," Stud. 
in Rom., III (Spring, 1964), 159. Fletcher, Al~~gprY,, 
.. 
ppl 229-230, has discussed irony in allegory rrom a more 
general viewpoint: 
Irony we often equate with paradox, that is, with seem--
ingly self-contradictory utterances where tenets normally 
in polar contradiction to each other are collapsed to-
getbe-z, in one single ambivalent statement. In irony and 
paradox extremes meet, while the tension of ambivalence 
increases proportionately. Because irony seems to col-
lapse the multilevel segregations or allegory (!.g•, a 
fourfold schema would collapse), it has often been called 
"antiallegorical." This seems to me an unfortunate usage, 
since irony still involves an otherness of meaning, how-
ever tenuous and shifty may be our means of decoding that 
other (allos) meaning. Rather, I think we might call 
ironies "collapsed allegories," or pe-rhaps, "condensed 
allegories." They sho't-1 no d:lrninishing, only a confusion 
of the semantic and syntactic processes of double or 
multiple-leveled polysemy. 
The important point in both Fletcher and Vance• s studies 
is that positive expression, despite ironies, can continue 
unabated. 
23 Millicent Bell, Hawthorne's View of the Artist 
(New York, 1962), P·~-34, admits that "it is undenia~e 
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that Hawthorne gave conscious assent to the .transcendental 
view of art: a presentation of that ideal of which the 
visible world is but an imperfect expression." By 
' 
Chapter IV of her book, however, for Miss Bell the ,is-
sent, if not deniable, is at least questionable .• 
24The Complete Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, ed. 
'I 
George Parsons Lathrop (New York, 1887), II, 525. All 
subsequent quotations from "The Art.1st of .. '.the Beautiful" 
and "Drowne I s \iooden Image'' will be taken from this volume 
or the standard edition and will be embodied in the text. 
25Hawthorne 1 s View, PP• 105-106. 
26tawrence $argent Hall, Hawthorne, Critic of Society, 
Yale Studies in English, XCIX '(}lew Haven, 1944), p. 36,, 
correctly observes, "The unimaginative materialistic 
democrat was satirized at times so delicately and af-
fectionately that he was no doubt too dull to appreciate 
the implied criticism of himself." 
21 5 Allegory, p. 1 l. Fletcher, p. 154, defines a 
progress thus: "All that is required ••• to be a nro-... 
gress is tr1a~t it ( the allegory] have a constant forward 
motion, that it be unremittingly directed toward a goal, 
that it attempt an undeviating movement in a p;iven 
direction." 
28Harry H. Clark, "Hawthorne's Literary and Aesthetic 
-,. 
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:Doctrines as Embodied in His Tales," T\,fA, L (1961), 270. 
29r am tempted into this metaphor by E. M. Holmes, 
"Hawthorne and Romanticism," !!S, XXXIII (December,· 1960), 
488. His entire comment is worth _reproduction: 'tHaw-
thorne' s worlr may be likened to a river that alternates 
rapid shallows with deep, still waters. Its main current 
is dynamic-organic, but at every bend occurs the morally 
uniformitarian, relatively static, in a sense nearly 
mechanistic eddy, so often well named a vision o~ evil. 
Like every literal eddy, it works against the current 
with a force almost equal to that of the main stream 
itself. Without the bends and eddies, and without the 
varying and persistent current, this river would be a 
dull, water-filled ditch." 
30 Hawthorne's View, p. 12. Miss Bell emphasizes 
that Hav.Jthorne shared his era and locality with Emerson. 
Indeed, she feels that ttiThe Artist of the Beautiful' is 
a piece of delicate irony in which the story which might 
have been told by Emerson is given its fullest chance, 
and gently put aside for proving its case too welltt (p • 
. .. .. 
94). Since the "delicate 1rony1' later becomes, t'or !1iss, 
Bell, anti-Romanticism., it is pe1')haps necessary-:- to see 
what valld:1 ty tl1is casual statement holds. Because this 
thesis is not devoted to the relationship between Haw-
thorne and Emerson, I shall draw ideas from Emerson's 
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"The Poet," The Oomp~ete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. 
Edward ~Jaldo E1nerson (Cambridge.v r,1asso, 1903), III, 1=42, ;,;:)\ 
which fairly represents Emerson's views on th~ artist. A 
few paragraphs of the finished essay were delivered in. 
,• . ·. *'' 
Boston in the winter of 1841-42, and the material was · 
reworked until~ in 1844, Emerson said it had been com-
pleted. The pertinence of some of the quotations to Haw-
thorne•s story is evident; to others I shall add paren-
. 
thetical notes. I absolutely do not wish to imply that 
Emerson was used as a source. The quotations follow. 
"Genius is the activity which repairs the decay of things" 
) 
( p O 22). {Owen's ourp·ose is renei-1al.) ''But 11ature has 
- -
a higher end ••• namely ascension, or the passage of 
the soul into higher forms 11 (p. 24). Artists are "wont 
to lead a life of pleasure and indulgence; all but the 
bis wi~e.) "The sir should suffice for his inspiration, 
·and he should be tipsy with water" (p. 29). (Owen is in 
touch with nature.) "The conditions are hard, but equal. 
Thou shalt leave the t·Jorld., and l{now the muse only. • • • 
Thou shalt lie close hid with nature, and canst not be 
afrorded to the Capitol or the Exchange •••• thou must 
» pass for a fool and a churl for a long season!' (p. 41). 
"And this is the reward; that the ideal shall be real to 
thee, and the impressi~ns of' the actual world • • • [ shall 
not be] troublesome to thy invulnerable essence" (p. 42). 
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The· painter "pu:rsues a beauty half seen which f'lies be-
fore hin1" (p. 39). In addition, lilinerson repeatedly 
spealrs of rn.estamorphosis. Hov1ever, one should also con-
sider the following stateme~ts in the same essay. "So 
when the soul of the poet has come to ripeness of thought, 
she [Nature] detaches and sends ai-1ay .from it its poems 
or songs,--a fearless, sleepless, deathless progeny, 
which is not exposed to the weary kingdom of time; a 
fearless, vivacious of~spring, clad with wings (such was 
the virtue of the soul out of which they ca1ne) 1v-hich • • • 
inf'ix them irrecoverably into the hearts of men" ( p. 23). 
Artists "all partake one desire, namely to express them-
selves symmetrically and abundantly, not di1arf ishly and 
fragmentarily" ( r=>p. )E,-39). "The rich poets ••• have 
obviously no limits to their works except the limits of 
0 
their lifetime" ( pp. 40-41). Owen, then, is not the 
strong artist with large-scale projec·ts that Emerson 
envisaged. His art is destructible, and he is not, it 
seems, required to create profusely throughout a human 
lifetime. If the story were to be so perfectly Emersonian 
that it turned on its elf with widespread. irony, as I1iss 
Bell claims, then it seems Hawthorne could have accom-
modated ( or given "fullest chance") to these basic 
Ernersonian belier s. The argument canr1ot be fir1ally 
settled here., but it appears that, in "The Art~st o:f.' the 
Beauti:Cul, u Hawthorne modified rather than rejected the 
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transcendental beliefs of Emerson and earlier Romantics. 
Hawthorne's artist does no·t cause the social 1";)evolution 
which Enierson forecasts--he. is not Shelley's "unacknowl-
edged legislator." In all, Hawthorne's view in the story 
is less optimistic, but not therefore outside the range 
of Romanticism. 
31For this short discussion of organicism, I am in-
debted to Roy R. Male's excellent chapter 
!t . The Orranic-
.. 
Mechanical l\nti thesis, u in Tragic \Tisi on, pp. 20-37, and 
to J.1orse Peckham' s article, 11 To1. ... rard a Theory of Romanti-
cism," pp. 5-23, which proved a concise and helpful guide. 
32Male, Tragic Vision, p. 24. Carlyle eloquently 
criticizes the mechanism of his age in "Signs of the 
-Times, 11 Edinburgh Review, LXIX (I1iarch-June, 1829), 439-
459. Despite his hatred for ran1pant mechanisrn., he finally 
envisions a synthesis of the mechanical and spiritual 
'·' 
worlds: "Their relative importa·nce, even to wisest mind, 
will vary in different times. Meanwhile, it seems clear 
enough that only jn the 1->ight co-ordination of the two, 
and the vigorous forwarding of both, does our true line 
of action lie. Undue cultivation of the inward or 
Dynamical province leads to idle, visionary, impracticable 
couz,ses •••• Undue cultivation of the outward ••• must 
••• by destroying Moral Force ••• prove not less cer-
tainly, and perhaps still more hopelessly pernicious" 
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~. (p. 4.$2; Carlyle's italics). 
'· .. , ,.-, , .. :-at ,., 
33Hawthorne the Artist: Fine-Art Devices in Fiction 
(Chapel Hill, 1944), p. 12$. 
3~awthorne's v1ew, p. 86. 
35Arlin Turner, "Hawthorne's Methods of Using His 
Source Materials," in .§yudies for ~1illiam fl.~~£!., eds. 
Nathaniel M. Caffee and Thomas Ae Kirby (Louisiana State 
Univ., 1940), Po 304.- Both this reflection upon butter-
flies and another note are f"'requently reprinted as back-
ground germs of thought for "The Artist of the Beautiful." 
The other note reads: "To represent a man as spending 
life and the intensest labor in the accomplishment of 
,•ome mechanical trifle,--as in making a miniature coach 
to be drawn by fleas or a dinner service to be put into 
a cberrystone." Turner paraphrases most of the quotation. 
Richard Beale Davis, ''Hawthorne, Fanny Kemble, and I The 
Artist of the Beautiful,'" LXX ( pecember, 1955), 590, 
gives the full quotation. He adds to it Fanny Kemble•s 
account of a mechanical bird to suggest possible in-
fluence by Miss Kemble. Though Davis' argument is not 
convincing, it :ts a note,·101·thy coincidence tbat Fanny 
Kemble, after seeing the bird, wrote about it in the 
manner one might expect from Hawth-orne: 11 \vhat a pity 
'-. 
'tis that we can only realize fairyland through the means 
of machinery. One reason why there is no such thing left 
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I 
as the believing faculty among men, is because they have 
themselves learnt to make magic and perform miracles~" 
... 
( Quoted by ·Davis, p. 590) • Davis is well av1are that 
I 
- Hawthorne had quicker pe~ceptions than Miss Kemble, that 
.... "again and again Hawthorne mentions the pu ttinr of spirit 
into machines •••• This goes f,ar beyond l1is 1840 jotting 
of the man spending his life making an intricate toy" 
(p. 591). Neither of the notes bv Hawthorne can be used 
. w 
as r1·rm evidence of artistic intent b~cause Hatvthorne 
links the butte,ily with resurrection and the soul and 
Ir-.· 
because he ex~licitly denies that size has meaning in a 
\ 
work of art. \ 
36This has additional irony, of course, because his 
child does manage to snatch Owen's butterrly. 
'-
\ 
37r shall not quibble about Millicent Bell's be-
11 ttling of the butterfly in Ha-v1thorne' s Vieii1, p. 105, 
or her 11 suspicion that Hawthorne does not quite expect 
our reactions" to agree with the fulfillment the tale 
indicates. 
38Form and Fable, p. 218. Hoffman's single sentence 
is, "In doing so [ Owen] became at one with the object or 
his art, recapitulating in bis own history the larval, 
pupal, and winged phases of the butterfly he made." 
39nT1me and the Artist in Kafka and Hawthorne," MFS, 
•. ' ,-ll 
7*t. 
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IV (Winter, 1959), 299. 
40The condemnation is drawn from Arthur Symons, 
Studies in Prose, p. 56. 
,.~:4-
... 
.··<i . 
~~Char'les Howell Foster, "Hawthome·, s Liter&17 
Theory," P• 246. 
42Natban1el Hawthorne, p. 104~ 
43 OED, s.v. larva: "a ghost, spectre, hobgoblin; 
' 
also, a mask ••• 2. An insect in state., i.e., 
- -
from the time of its leaving the egg till its ·transf orma-
tion into a pupa • • • In the first quot. the word is 
used in a general sense= 'mask,' 'guise•: the technical 
restriction is due to Linnaeus. In the larva the perf'ect 
form, or imago, o:f the insect is unrecognizable." 
Under larval, the OED gives: "3. Paj;q o Of a disease, 
Latent, undeveloped. Also applied to certain diseases 
in which the skin of the face is disfigured as if covered 
by a mask. 0 Under larva te: "Masked j) covered as if by a 
mask." Under larvated: "provided with a mask (obs.)" 
44samuel Taylor Coleridge, Coleridge's Shakespearean 
/ 
I 
Criticism, edo T. 1'1o Raysor (Cambridge, r1ass., 1930): I, 
224.. I do not wish to imply that Hawthorne took the idea 
from this particular condensed statement by Coleridge, who 
delivered it in a lecture. It survives only as a fragment 
from Egerton MS 2800, f. 24. Rather, he could have drawn 
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tbe idea from many sources. Raysor, indeed, points out 
that 11 tJ1e idea of the next two sentences is entirely 
[Augustus William] Schlegel' s; . the eloquence ••• is 
entirely Coleridge's" (p. 224, n~ 1). The idea, of course, 
filtered into many Romantic aesthetic theories including·· 
Emerson's (Complete ~:Jorl{s, III, 24). I am indebted to 
pt'~:::::-:-t=:e7::;"':e?:;;* --"""""'==---
Ric hard Harter F.ogle, u The \~!orld and the Artist: A Study 
or Hat~thorne I s 'The Artist of· "'che Beautiful,' n TSE, I 
(1949) 1 31~52, for direction to the quotation. Fogle 1 a 
essay was revised for inclusion in Hawthorne's Fiction: 
The Light and the Dark (Norman, Okla., 1952). The article 
will be l1ereafter cited as "The World" and the book as 
The Light and the Dark. 
45Hawthorne the Artist, p. 129. Rudolph von Abele, 
The Death of the Artist: fl Stud:y_ of Hai,1thorne' s Dis-
integration (The Hague, 1955): p. 36, also feels that 
J 
"after each of these three defections, he is, Hawthorne 
hints, led back to faith by seeing a living butterfly." 
However, 011e must note "the silences in allegory," which, 
as Fletcher, Allegory, p. 107, observes, "mean as much 
as the filled-in spaces, because by bridging ~be silent 
gaps between oddly unrelated images we reach the sunken 
understructure of thought. n Hawthorne is not completely 
silent, but he does offer an opportunity to be misled 
if one seeks the easy but unimaginative explanat·ion. 
,. 
, .. 
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46Hawthorne•s View, P• 110. Miss Bell's comment 
would be applicable, however, to Drowne, whose mechanical 
images~ are "worthless abortions'' because they are "in-
complete.'' 
47"That Inward Sphere: Notes on Hawthorne• s Heart 
Imagery and Symbolism,'' Pm.A, LXV (March, 1950), 119. 
48von Abele, The Death, P• 40. 
49The Light and the Dark, p. 75 •. 
50c1ark., "Hawthorne's Literary and Aesthetic Doctrines," 
pp. 271-272, sides 1t1itl1 Annie. He queries, "Is the very 
fact that the butterfly is mechanical a major explanation 
~
for its inability to survive? Is Hawthorne suggesting 
that art cannot have sufficient organic vitality to en-
dure, to be timeless (transcending mechanical clock:rnakers) 
unless it is vitalized by the quickening and redemptive 
love of a woman. The answer is, of course, that 
Hawthorne doesn't pose these questions. There are fore-
gone conclusions that (1) the vision, not the art work, 
is eternal, and that (2) the organic creations, even of 
'f 
God, are subject to death and destruction. 
51The D th 35 ea , P• • 
; ,I•. 
52von Abele, The Death, p. 37 • 
. 5~ogle, The Light and the Dark., p. 75. Turner, 
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Bathanl61 Hawthorne, p. 98, does not support this view 
on the butterfly's relation to society. He merely pre-
sents it as a common reaction. 
51(Robert Kimbrough, " 1 The Actual and the Imaginary, 1 " 
p~'288. 
55Hawthorne (New York, 1961), P• 133. Amy Louise 
Reed, "Self-Portraiture in the \Alork of }Ja.than:tel Haw-
thorne," SP, XXIII (January, 1926) 9 49, says that "this 
failure is as much the artis t 1 s as the world I s." This 
statement, however, implies that an artistic compromise 
should be made, but the story does not recomrnend com-
since the artist is ro be his own "sole dis-
ciple." Millicent Bell in Hawthorne's View, p. 95, not 
wishing to see a glimmer of hope, condemns Owen because 
"the artist is deemed incapable 01 .... connnunicati:r1g ·the 
eternal truths apprehended in his lonely ecstasies." 
Miss Bell ignores any partial redemption, calls the baby 
''normal l1uman possibility" (p. 106), and thinks he "be-
haves as one would expect a young child to do" ( p. 101). 
If one considers that the baby is an allegorical off-
• 
spring of materialism, brute strength, domesticity, and 
time, I fail to see hot-1 one can main tai11 ~that 1Iai-1thorne 
has erected any sort of sociological norm which can be 
observed in the child. 
56Part or the critical problem is that many critics 
.I 
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wish to picture Owen's struggle as primarily a battle p 
.\ . 
against one of the characters. The role or the other 
personages is thereby diminished. For example, Fogle,· 
"The \4orld, 11 p. 34, indicates that "all these [ major 
. . 
themes] concevn primarily the relationship between War-
land and Peter Hovenden." On the other hand, von Abele 
in The Death, p. 36, declares that "these three tempta-
tions occur directly or othe~1ise because of o,ven' s re-
lations with Annie; they a1'}e accompanied by the destri..1c-
' 
tion of the butterfly in an unfinished state." 
57Tbe comparison is von Abele's in The Death, p. 39. 
58The American Vision: Actual and Ideal Societi in 
Nineteenth-Century Fiction (New Haven, 1963), p. 167. 
59on p. 514, OWen prays "fervently to be delivered" 
froD1 Hovenden, and this is a foreshadowing of his prayer 
of thanks after emergence from the "cocoon." No spe-
cifically Christian concept seems involved in the early 
prayer. Von Abele in ~ea tl1, po 38, remarks, "The 
link between ar witchcraft ••• is no-
where more clearly illustrated than in this tale." · Von 
Abele discounts tbe v1i tchcraft of "Fea thertop11 and u The 
Snow Image." Though I would not wish to dwell upon this 
aspect of Owen's magical powers, there may be a suggestion 
of primitive witchcraft lurking under the surface of the · 
objects Owen accumulates during the story. Danforth 
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delivers an anvil; Annie gives him a thimble; and .,J,ioven-
den offers (but does not surrender) his watcho Fletcher, 
Allegq,~_!,, po 196, points otlt that in allegory, a magician 
often acquires control by taking "some item,of dress, some 
possession ••• and by casting a spell over this object 
he c.ontrols the destiny of the person with whom it was 
previously associated." Since, however, we never see 
OWen casting a spell over these objects, it seems much 
more likely tl1at tl1ey 1"1ere introduced merely as suitable 
symbols for the characters, and, in Robert and Annie's 
cases, motivations for visits to Owen. 
60 The Death, p. 35. 
61Bell, Hawthorne's View, p. 104., likes Danforth '· . 
because of this portrait and uses it to degrade Owen. I 
do not wish to argue about Miss Bell's taste in men, but 
by making her reaction the base for an attack on Owen she 
becomes a spokesman for Hovenden's view and loses sight 
of broader issues. Despite her feeling that there is a 
wholesomeness about the portrait, there appears to me to 
be no suggestion of the warming domestic hearth in Haw-
thorne's scene including the blacksmith.· Chandler, A 
-
Stud,: of the S0l1rces, p. 36, specul,a:i-;es that 11 the char-
acter of the blacksmith may possibly be taken from the 
sturdy laborer, met years before on a North Adams journey." 
Thia, however, is so indefinite that it is useless. 
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62 Owen's family name may also present an lronio op-
position to Dan:forth •. Robert Danforth' s name 1:1as probably 
drawn from Hawthorne's historical reading. (And such 
names as Robert and Annie are common enough to represent 
admirably the conventional bourgeois society which Haw-
thorne wished them to form.) Warland, too, may have come 
from his reading. Although there are many places in which 
he might have found the name, Sir l'ial ter Scott's Kenil-
wortJ1, published i11 1821, featured a character named 
' 
Wayland Smith. Wayland was a smith of Germanic mythology 
who possessed magical powers. I have been unable to 
track do't·Tn instances in i~1hich lvarland appears as an alter-
-nate form of Weland or Wayland. Nevertheless, I shall 
boldly speculate, ir only in a footnote, that all three 
names refer to the same elf-king. Thus, in terms of "The 
Artist of the Beautiful," a commonplace smith is set 
against a magical smith. The marriage of Danrorth and 
Annie has its mythical counterpart in the Greco-Roman 
tradition in the marriage of Vulcan and Venus. Hawthorne, 
however, does not dwell upon the associations suggested 
by either Greco-Roman or Germanic mythology. Arlin 
Turner in his excellent source article, "Hawthorne• a 
L1terary Borrowings!) ~r Piv1LA, LI (June, 1936), 551-552, 
reports that Robert Danforth' s name came from llawthorne' a 
reading in early American histories. Neal Frank Double-
day, "Hawthorne and Literary Nationalism," AL, XII(Janu-
129 
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-aey, 1941), 447-453, and Au-stin Warren, "Hawthorne's 
Reading 9 n J\TEQ, VIII (December, 193.5) 9 480c:a497, point out 
correspondences bet,w~er" Scott and Haw.thorne, but they do 
not mention this possible connection. P. D. Chantepie de 
la Saussaye, The Rel .. ~gio!! of the Teutons, trans. Bert J. 
Vox (Boston, 1902), Po 326, discusses Wayland as elf-king 
and magical smithy. Male, Tra~ic Vision, p. 34, comments 
that OWen•s "last name., of' course, suggests his struggle 
against the materialism or the 1 hard, coarse iv-orld.'" 
This would limit the ramifications of the name more 
severely than my suggestion; yet it has the advantage that 
it does not presume that Hawthorne used an alternate form 
of the more common \veland or Wayland. 
63r am not concerned with detailed biographical 
criticism in this paper, but it is interesting that in 
The ~ngl is 11 1\Totebooks bz I\fa thaniel I-Iai~rtl1or11e, ed. Randall 
Stewart (New York, 1941), p. 279, Hawthorne reported that 
he was "not usually interested in manufacturing processes," 
and he admitted that he lr1as "quite unable to understand 
them, at least in cotton machinery and the like." The 
remark is quoted again in Henry G. Fairbanks, "Hawthorne 
and the Machine Age," ~' JCXVIII (J-Tay, 1956), 1600 In 
connection with Owen's slumber it is interesting to note 
Hawthorne's own cornments in 11 The Custom House" preface 
to The Scarlet Letter: An Annotated Text, Backgrounds 
and Sources, Essays in Criticism, ed. Sculley Bradley, 
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Richard Croom Beatty, E. Hudson Long (New York, ,1963), P• 
231 • All quotations from The Scarlet Letter will be taken 
from this text. TI1ere he t-rrites: "t~a.ture--except it 
were human nature--tbe nature that is enveloped in earth 
and sky, was, in one sense hidden from me; and all the 
imaginative delight, wherewith it had been spiritualized 
passed away out of my mindo A gift, a faculty, if it had 
not departed, was suspended and inanimate within me ••• 
it might,make me into any shape which it would be worth 
my while to take. But I never considered it as other 
than a transitory life. There was always a prophetic 
instinct, a low whisper in my ear, that, within no long 
period, and whenever a new change of custom should be 
essential to my goodj a change 't~Jould come." Franl{lin 
Preston Stearns in The Life and Genius of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne (Boston, 1914), Pu ~. ' .--.... 1ar""" Ol . ·c;
ence in reading biography into the story since he would 
have one believe that Owen °is Hawthorne himself; and 
[he] • • • unfolded ••• his own life-secret." 
64"Hawthorne 1 e Psychology of the Head and Heart,n 
PMLA, LXV (March, 1950), 121. 
65aawthorne•s View, p. 112, note 2. 
66Robert Ho Woodward, "Automata in Hawthorne's. 
•Artist of the Beautiful' and Taylor's 'Meditation 56,•" 
.. 
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ESQ, no. 31 (!!·quarter, 1963), 63-66, traces the source• 
( 
of Hawthorne's automata. 
67Tbe Variorum Walden., ed. Walter ~arding ··( New York, 
1962), p. 94. The passage occurs at the conclusion o!' 
"Where· I Lived, and \{hat I Lived For. 11 
68 ESQ, no. 35, pt. 2 (I·~I quarter, 1964), 52. A. N. 
Karl, The .l\.iner~ican Visionj Po 168., also notes that one 
can escape "the nightmare of a totally alienated existence 
through love of woman, by means of a place in the family 
community, and, for individuals of imagination, through 
the Sj?!?lp8thy of arte" 
69Male, Tragic Vision, p. 13, maintains that in hie 
treatment of time, "Jiav1thorne anticipates Bergson's dis-
tinction between duration--the interpenetration of past, 
present, and future as we know it ir immediate experience--
and abstract or clock time--the scientific spatial measure-
ment of discrete instants. u Owen I s ivorl{, i·'1ale claims, 
"unites clock time \<-ti th seasonal time ( duration) in 
eternity" (p. 83). 
' 
70American Renaissance, P• 255. 
71For some reason, William Bysshe Stein, Hawthorne's 
Faust: ! Study .2.£ the Devil Archetype (Gainesville, Fla., · 
1953), p. 94, prefers to call the old watchmaker a "jel«1eler." 
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72Millioent Bell, Hawtborne•e View, PP• 96-99. 
73von Abele., The Death, p. 42. 
74As far as I am able to ascertain, Father Time, a 
vague archetype at best, is not invariably represented as 
blind. For the purpose of this paper, however, it is 
, 
sufficient that Hawthorne clarifies the archetype by 
calling the figure 11 old blind Father Time" (508). 
75Male, Tragic Vision, P• 34. 
76In an article, 111 The Artist of the Beautiful 1 : 
Narcissus and the Tt)imble," AI, XVIII ( Spring, 1961), 36-
44, which, ir I had not read other Stein articles, I would 
call a parody of Freudian scholarship, Stein says that 
OWen suffers from ua neurotic symptom of secondary 
narcissi~rn1° developing from "a castration threat of his 
surrogate .father, a watchmaker" ( p. 36). Because I view 
Stein's article as a dirty joke (and not a runny one at 
that), the critic would probably castigate me for in-
sensitivity to Owen's problem. Stein's analysis of the 
problem follows: 
As Hawthorne develops the implications of this inward 
tension, the hero is exposed to a series or ego-deflating 
experiences, each or which precipitates a libidinal 
regression to a point of fixation in early childhood. 
On each occasion, however, Warland eventually attains 
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control. over his pre-genital impulses~ for his instincts 
redirect the intransigent ego back into artistic activity. 
But, ironically, in this deflection o~ the ego from .~exual 
gratification, he still does not progress beyond the 
Oedipal stage of psychosexual maturity; his bizarre work 
of art, which supposedly symbolizes his re1ease from 
castration anxieties, is a displacement image; as in a 
dream, it is a distorted forn1 of his unconscious homo-
sexual desires (p. 36). 
11 "The World, " pp. 43-44 • , . 
7B"The World," p. 41. 
79To discuss why he did not, however, would firmly 
entrap me in that engine of critical torture, the in-
tentional fallacy, and leave me easy prey for those who 
use the very method of imagery study which I also attempt 
to employ in this thesis. 
80 Fogle, "The World," p. 3.5, sees "a strange ambiguity" 
in Ho vend en's reply II In time • • • In time you will be 
oapab le o:f 1 t. 11 
8lcarl F. Strauch, "The Problem of Time and the 
Romantic Mode in Hawthorne, Melville, and Emerson,'' ESQ, 
no. 35, pt. 2 (II quarter, 1964), 57. James w. Gargano, 
"Hawthorne I s 'The Artist of tr1e Beautiful, 1 u AL., JO'.J<V 
(May, 1963), 226, observes that "Owen's lapses • • • 
134 
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symbolize a periodic inability to sustain belier in the 
existence of a realm of transcendent spiritual values.• 
82ni:r1me and the Artist," P• 302. 
• I 
-~:~•: •• __ ; ... __ ,~· w ~ ... -- - ...... - ·--~-
8 .3Tb e beath, PP• 35-36. 
.. 
84Emphaais upon the true nature of the butterrly seems 
in order because such a critic as Harry I-Io Clarl{ in "Haw-
· thorne Is Literary and Aesthetic Doctrines," p. 271, has 
only a vague notion that "art tends to be associated at 
its best with universalized tilneless and the organic," 
and yet be condemns the butterfly because the creation 
itself is not timeless. Von Abele, The Death, pp. 33-34, 
has packed ·the explanation into one dense sentence: "The 
achievement or 'beauty' seems to imply an escape out of 
the spatioten1poral universe into some sort of eternal 
realm of essence, and this by means of the visible but-
terfly, whose successful fabrication is a symbolic act, 
a pa1")adig1n of a l-cind of knoi·Jledge that cannot be other 
than indirectly communicated." 
85 -Reed, "Self-Portraiture," p. 49. Darrel Abel, in 
"The Then1e of Isolation in IIav1thorne.," l.)erson, XXXII 
(Winter, 1951), 49, n1aintains that 0 Hawthorne' s dominant 
themes are (1) that it is folly to refuse the proffer or 
[sic] ordinary sexual and domestic joys because one hopes 
for a grand passion, and (ii) that it is equal folly to 
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refuse to do ordinary useful work in the world because one 
hopes to achieve fame by a rare accomplishment." 
86 
"Toward a Theory of Romanticism," PP• 20-21. Though 
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is still in considerable dispute, my point is not the dis-
tinction between "romanticisms'' but rather the similar! ty 
in the isolation of the artist. '·· ,, 
87The first quotation is from James V. Gargano, "Haw-
thorne's I The Artist of the Beautiful, ' 11 p. 227. Gargano I s 
article is a sensible, well-balanced treatment of Owen's 
isolation li'lith i-1hich I largely agree. although I am not 
indebted to Gargano for specific points in this chapter, 
The second quotation is taken from Patricia Moyer, "Time 
and the Artist," p. 296. 
88 Donald A. Ringe, "Teaching Hawthorne to Engineer-
ing Students,'' ESQ, no. 25 (II quarter, 1961), 25. 
89Roy-R. Male, Tragic Vision, p. 84, calls Armie's 
• place in the world a "position in the warm fireside circle 
of human 1 ty . " 
9o"Independence vs. Isolation: Hawthorne and James 
' 
' 
on the Problem of the Artist," NCF, X (December, 1Q55), 
229. 
9
~oster, "Hawthorne• s Literary Theory," P• 253. 
{ 
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92 · Male, Tragic Vision, P• 84. 
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9)The convolution of Hawthorne's logic about a 
,--.....v' 
worthier creati·on to be secured by attaining what Owen 
_., ...... --.. -~ .... ----- .. -···-- --· •••4 __ .... __ _ 
-
fancied Annie to ·be has led Harry H. Clark, "Hawthorne's 
Literary and Aesthetic Doctrines.," !)• 271, to say that 
''the story deals tvi tl1 tl1e iiay in v1hich an artist's f'ailu:re 
to find fulfillment in genuine love truncates his art 
which emerges in unworthy forms." This is p;rossly over-
simplifying the problem. Millicent Bell, Hawthorne's 
Vielv, p. 109, more sensibly admits, ''It is not clear just 
what our writer means here.'' Annette K. Baxter, '' In-
dependence vs. Isolation," p. 227, argues that ''the 
isolation of the artist becornes as necessary for the 
creative, as it is unhealthy for his human, development. 
This is the blind alley to which his artists are in-
variably led, and it is the paradox from which Hawthorne 
did not cease attempting to free himself • 11 With this I 
agree, except that the epithet "unhealthy" taints Owen 
with some sort of disease which is more truly a necessary 
lack of conformity. 
94"The World, 11 P• 51. 
95The Death, P• 39. 
96Pogle, "The World," p. 50. Arlin Turner, in 
"Hawthorne's Literary Borrowings," p. 559, n. 126, sum-
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marizes Hof:rman•s "The Sandman," and suggests it might 
have contributed to ''Feathertop." The creation has the 
human--but grotesque--features which critics seem to 
demand of OWen, a man with mechanical training. It is 
"the s·tory of a mecl1anical 1~1oman created by two scientists 
and operated by means of clockwork, and loved by a man 
who becomes insane when he learns that. she exists no 
more.n 
97c1ark, "Hawthorne's Literary and Aesthetic Doc-
trines," p. 272. 
98Annette K. Baxter, "Independence vs. Isolation," 
"' p. 230, also emphasizes the personal psycnological isola-
tion in Hawthorne as opposed to the slightly more society-
oriented alienation in James. She .reports, 11 1iai"1thorne 
saw the dangers of dehumanization in the situation of 
the artist as an internal, rather than an external threat . 
• • • The inevitable drift of the artist was a condition 
of his being 9 a condition looming larger to the degree 
the artist :fulfilled his proper function." Isolation has 
even been joined to Hawthorne• s political theories by 
Marius Bewley in The Complex Fate, Pe 57. He states, 
"Hawthorne's compulsive affirmation of American positives, 
particularly in the political sense, led to a rejection 
of the idea of solitude. And solitude as an expression 
or aristocratic withdrawal sided 1~1i th Europe rather than· 
.r 
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America when the two traditions stated their respective 
clai111s O fl 
. 
. 
l~1illicent Bell 9 I!e.i1tl1orne• s Viei~, p. 110, 
, . 
I 
argues that the "moral cold" results because "the up-
start who rivals Nature" exercises "f'alse wit." The 
connection is Miss Bell's, not Nathaniel Hawthorne's. 
99How much of himself Hawthorne saw in Owen it is 
impossible, of course, to tell. Nevertheless, Owen's 
isolated plight brings to raind Ha:t1thorne 1 s own seclusion 
(though he was happily married at the time of composi-
tion of·. "The Artist of the Beautiful"). The f'ailure of 
Owen I s creation to stir his audience wholeheartedly is 
·:I interesting.in connection with a letter Hawthorne sent 
to Fields in 1860. In the letter he says, "My oi-1n 
opinion is, that I am not really a popular writer •• • • 
Possibly I may (or may not) deserve something better 
··· than popular! ty; but looking at all my product ions • • • 
with a cold or critical eye, I can ~ee that they do not 
make their appeal to the popular mindo" The letter is 
quoted by Arlin Turner in "Hawthorne as Self-Cri t·ic," 
p. 138". His rem~rks in "The Cus tora House" preface to 
The Scarlet Letter, p. 24, also may be illuminating about 
isolation A11d bis self -eval11a t~ion of He 
wri tea, 11 It is a good ~esson--though it may of'ten be a 
~ard one--ror a man who has dreamed or literary fame. 
' \ < ' 
• • 
to step aside out of the narrow .. circle in which bis claims 
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are recognized, and to find how utterly devoid of sig-
nificance, beyond that circle, is all that he achieves, 
and all he aims at." 
100 
---- H a"l..wtJ...·orne I s- ·-~View··-- p 24 
- , ..... ' ~ff 1ll · ,.. .. ... ... , - • 
101Hawthorne• s View, p. 86. one of the majoi- er!tic-al 
arguments has been about the 8..tnbiguity of the tale. Though 
elsev1he1~e I ·cannot ~1~ant; cri t:i.cal claims of amblgui ty, I 
confess that whenever one is forced into a corner on the 
Head-Heart dichotomy he can do two things: (1) he can 
maintain that the split is a gross oversimplification 
(which I believe), or (2) he can claim that Hawthorne 
plotted--or stumbled into--an ambiguity. Because I share 
the oversimplification theory, I do not lean heavily upon 
the severing of the butterfly's ties with the artist's 
"heart. 11 It may sup:gest, however, that Owen's heart is 
.8-Qfter than stone. 
102Tbe American Vision, p. 169. 
l03The first quotation is from Fogle, "The World," 
p. 52. The second is from Millicent Bell, Hawthorne's 
View, p. 109. 
l0411 Teacbing Hawthorne," p. 26. 
l05Hawthorne•s View, p. 109. 
106iiawthorne•s View, p. 111. 
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"Color, L1ght'~ and Shadow in Hawthorne• s Fiction,• 
la, xv! (March, 1942), 74-94. 
lOBHawthorne, p. 38. In a discussion of "Ni:gbt 
.. t, ' ............ 
Sketches., 11 James remarked, ''This small dissertation is 
r· ,, . 
• -l.......J 
about nothing at all,· and to call attention to· 1 t is 
., 
almost to overrate its importance. This fact is equally 
' 
' ' 
\ ' 
true., indeed, of a great many of' 1 ts comp\anions., which 
' _./ 
give even the most appreciative critic a singular feeling 
of his own indiscretion--almost of his ov1n cruelty." 
James 1 s mercy did not always extend to the short stories. 
. .) 
l09Quoted by Arlin Turner, Nathaniel Hawthorne, P• 87. 
llOnTime and the Artist, 11 P• 299. 
111schubert, Hawthorne, the Artist, p. 134, also 
calls the "•star dust,• another repetition of the black-
smith 1 s forge. 11 
112Millioent Bell, Hawtho~ne's View, P• 34. 
113 .. Thomas F. Walsh, Jr., "Character Complexity in 
Hawthorne's 'The Birthmark,'" ESQ, noo 23 (II quarter, 
1961), 13, points out that the sunshine in that story is 
·the ''sunshine of reali ty 11 necessary for Aylmer, a man: 
who lives too exclusively in his imagination. Sunshine 
in "The Artist of the Beautiful11 also is opposed to 
artistic activity because it is associated with practical-
\ 
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ity; yet since Owen draws his 1·nspiration fr.om the realm 
of sunshine, he is not cut off f'rom nature as is Ayhner. 
1111 . 
~oy R. Male, Jr., '''From the Innermost Germ•: :The 
. . 
Organic }'ririciple in Ha1·1tl1orne 1 s Fiction," ELH, XX (Sep~em-
ber, 1953), 233. The middle ground for art in Hawthorne's 
theory is noted also by Charles Howell Foster, "Hawthorne's 
Literary Theory," p. 244, who ,:,1ri tes: "Like Sophocles, 
Hawthorne aimed at an idealization which was n9/t a beauti-
, 
ful realm of escape from actuality but was actuality 
shaped so that 1 t was universal truth." 
ll5The Death, p. 34. 
ll6If Owen, a mechanically trained artist, had worked 
under the practical sun, he presumably would have fashioned 
such works as the windmills and watermills (507) which he 
avoided in his youth, since both windmills and watermills 
would tame, rather than glorify, nature. 
ll7Hawthorne later a~itted this necessity for se-
clusion in u a neutral territory, somewhere between the 
real world and fairy-land, where the Actual and the 
Imaginary may meet, and each imbue itself with the nature 
of the other" in '1 The Custom-House" preface to The Scarlet 
Letter, p. 31. 
118n,The Actual and the Imaginary,•" p. 279. 
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ll9Hawthorne was well aware that ow8~•s winter bUt-
terfly tvas unnatural·o I1e once t?rote of Hugh Crombie: 
"The winter, therefore, was his season or prosperity; in 
which respect he differed from the butterflie.s and use-
leas insects., to 1r1hicl1 be other11ise bore a 1~esernblance." 
Quoted by }1illic~nt Bell, Hawthorne's View, P• 105. 
120 Allego!'l, P• 96. 
121The relationship between Burke and Hawthorne is 
discussed by Henry M. Delaune, ''The Beaut.iful of 'The -
Artist of the Beautiful,'" XUS, I (December,· 1961), 94 .. 
99. The long passage from Burke is quoted on p. 95. 
122 
"'The Actual and the Imaginary,•'' p. 283. Mil-
licent Bell, Hawthorne's View, p. 95, argues that "as 
demonstrated in the parable of Owen Warland ••• Nature 
is not the poet's teacher, but his antagonist." Such an 
argument ignores the inspiration from nature's butter-
flies--in effect, a teaching device. 
12311 Hawthorne•s Literary and Aesthetic Doctrines," 
p. 274. Unf'ortunately, for additional '1 orientation" 
Clark refers the reader to an unpublished dissertation: 
R. J. Coanda, 11 I1at·1thorne on the Imagi11ation," unpubl. 
diss. (University of Wisconsin, 1960). 
124Trag1c Vision, P• 83. 
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125w1111am Byashe Stein, Hawthorne• s Faust, P• 94. • 
126James w. Gargano, "Hawthorne's 'The Artist of the 
Beautiful.' '' 
127This ~eems to be an example of Angus Fletcher's 
----~~-Judgment in AlleRorx, p. 309, that ''it would be an error 
to assume that inwardly directed 'ironic contemplation' 
always confers stren~th upon literary works. Although 
irony exists to check excess of sentiment, even irony it-
' 
seli' may become a sentiment and then will be required to -
be checked by some further irony, or by some other counter-
force.'' 
128Allego!7, p. 198. 
129Quoted in Darrel Abel, "The Theme of Isolation," 
p. 57. 
130Three possible sources of ambiguity have not yet 
been discussed. Two of them need no explanation; one 
may be troublesmae. It makes little difference what one 
believes whe11 it is stated, "The boy's relatives saw noth-
ing better to be done--as perhaps there was not--than to 
bind him to a we.tchrnaker" (.508), or 1r1hen the alternative, 
"Perhaps he was mad, 11 (521) is offered. 
Toward the conclusion, however, there is a new prob-
lem. 111 ! never saw such a look on a child's :face,' 
answered Annie, admiring ner own infant, and with good 
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reason, far more than the artistic butterfly. 'The 
darli11g l{notvs r.t1ore of the mystery than we do'" ( .534). 
Reading closely, one might obsezc,e that since reason, 
. 
either good or bad, cannot substitute for the imagination 
necessary to comprehend the mystery of the butterfly, 
- ,_ 
, 
Annie's reaction is quite natural. As with her choice 
of Danforth over Owen, it is q1.1ite suitable that Annie 
prefers her own creature of the earth since she cannot 
understand the butterfly. Furthermore, since Annie 
vaguely realizes that her child has some intuition of 
the mystery, it is ritting that she admire something 
slightly higher in the scale of comprehension than her-
self. 
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